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I, the undersigned,

WILLIAM JOHN DOWNER

make the following statement under oath.

INTRODUCTION

1 I am the applicant. I am an advocate, a Senior Counsel and Senior State

Advocate stationed at the offices of the National Prosecuting Authority, Cape

Town.

2 The first respondent is Mr Jacob Gedleyihlekisa Zuma, a former President of

South Africa, who lives at KwaNxamalala Residence, Nkandla, KwaZulu-Natal.

3 I have personal knowledge of the facts to which I depose in this affidavit except

where it is evident from the context that I do not.

THE ESSENCE OF THIS APPLICATION

4 I have, since 2001 , been the NPA's lead prosecutor in successive prosecutions

- first of Mr Schabir Shaik and others and thereafter of Mr Zuma and another.

Mr Shaik was convicted of bribing Mr Zuma. Mr Zuma currently faces charges of

corruption, fraud and money laundering.

5 Mr Zuma's prosecution has been dragging on and off for the better part of 20

years. The delay has in large part been due to Mr Zuma's "Stalingrad tactic". Mr

Zuma's purpose with his Stalingrad tactic is to avoid at all cost to have his day in

court, that is, to face the charges against him. The way in which he does so is to

launch and prosecute endless challenges of various kinds. They have vari



widely over the years but were all baseless and ultimately failed. They served Mr

Zuma's purposes, however, because he pursued them as far as he could to play

for time. Whenever a challenge finally petered out, Mr Zuma initiated a fresh

challenge for another round of litigation to avoid ever having to stand trial.

6 Mr Zuma has, in his challenges, frequently attacked me in an attempt to discredit

and disqualify me as the prosecutor in his case. He did so for instance in,

the "Spy Tapes" case which culminated in the Supreme Court of

Appeal's judgment, that cleared the way for Mr Zuma's renewed

prosecution, in Zuma v Democratic Alliance 2018 (1) SA 200 (SCA);

his application to the High Court, for a permanent stay of his

prosecution, dismissed by a full bench of the High Court in S v Zuma

[2019] ZAKSDHC 19 (11 October 2019); and

his plea, in terms of section 106(1)(h) of the Criminal Procedure Act

51 of 1977, that I was unfit and thus lacked titled to prosecute him,

which his Lordship Mr Justice Keen dismissed in S v Zuma [2021]

ZAKZPHC 89 (26 October 2021 ).

7 Since the dismissal of his special plea, Mr Zuma repackaged two of his

accusations, which Justice Koen had dismissed, as criminal charges against me.

When the NPA refused to prosecute, he launched a private prosecution in terms

of section 7 of the CPA. He did so by a summons, indictment, summary of

substantial facts and list of witnesses, annexure "BD1". I shall refer to them

collectively as Mr Zuma's "summons" or individually by name where appropriate.



8 The summons accuses me of the unlawful disclosure of official information in

contravention of section 41(6)(a) and (b) of the National Prosecuting Authority

Act 32 of 1998. The charges are two-fold:

8. 1 Counts 1 and 2 (indictment paragraphs 1 to 8) accuse me of sanctioning

the release, on 9 August 2021, of a letter written by a General Mdutywa,

by my colleague, Advocate Andrew Breitenbach SC, to a journalist, Ms

Karyn Maughan.

8.2 Count 3 (indictment paragraphs 9 to 12) accuse me of disclosing

unidentified official information to a journalist, Mr Sam Sole, in telephone

conversations between 4 and 1 3 June 2008, that is, some fourteen years

ago.

9 The purpose of this application is to put a stop to the private prosecution because

it is an obvious abuse of the process of this court driven by Mr Zuma's ulterior

purpose to discredit me as his prosecutor. It has all the hallmarks of just another

play in Mr Zuma's Stalingrad tactic.

10 I shall demonstrate that the charges against me are quite unfounded on the facts

that are common cause. They suffer many obvious and fatal flaws. Justice Koen

dismissed both complaints in his judgment on Mr Zuma's special plea.

11 Ms Maughan is my co-accused in the private prosecution. The charge against

her (indictment paragraphs 13 to 17) is that she contravened section 41 (6) of the

NPA Act by her public disclosure of General Mdutywa's letter
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THE SCHEME OF MY AFFIDAVIT

12 I shall, by way of background, start with a description of Mr Zuma's Stalingrad

tactic.

13 I shall briefly describe the runup to the current private prosecution.

14 I shall deal with the charges arising from my telephone conversations with Mr

Sole. I shall demonstrate that they are fatally flawed in the following respects:

14. 1 I did not disclose any information about Mr Zuma to Mr Sole.

14.2 I was duly authorised to disclose information to Mr Sole under the NPA's

media policy at the time.

14. 3 Mr Zuma does not satisfy the requirement for standing in terms of section

7(1 )(a) of the CPA. He does not have a substantial and peculiar interest

in the prosecution "arising out of some injury which individually suffered

in consequence of the commission of the said offence". He did not suffer

any injury at all even if my conversations with Mr Sole were in some or

other way unlawful.

14. 4 This court does not have jurisdiction in the matter. I was in Cape Town

at the time of our telephone conversations. The indictment alleges that

the offence occurred "at or near JOHANNESBURG", that is, outside the

jurisdiction of this court.

15 I shall demonstrate that the charges arising from the disclosure of General

Mdutywa's letter to Ms Maughan are equally fatally flawed on the followi

grounds:



15. 1 Mr Breitenbach lawfully gave Ms Maughan a copy of General Mdutywa's

letter. It had by then been filed in court. The media and the public were

thus entitled to access to the letter under the rules confirmed by the

Supreme Court of Appeal in City of Cape Town v SANRAL 2015 (3) SA

386 (SCA) paras 43 and 47.

15. 2 I did not "sanction" Mr Breitenbach's release of the letter.

15. 3 Mr Zuma again does not satisfy the requirement for standing in terms of

section 7(1 )(a). He does not have a substantial and peculiar interest in

the prosecution "arising out of some injury which he individually suffered

in consequence of the commission of the said offence". Quite to the

contrary, Mr Zuma's own attorney obtained the letter in order to make it

public and did indeed make it public before Ms Maughan publicised it.

16 I shall lastly deal with further symptoms of Mr Zuma's abuse in pursuing his

private prosecution.

MR ZUMA'S STALINGRAD TACTIC

17 I have summarised the chronology of Mr Zuma's Stalingrad tactic in annexure

"BD2". The essence and impact of his tactic over the years are perhaps best

illustrated by the following timeline extracted from the chronology of events

described in annexure "BD2".

18 Mr Zuma's application to obtain the encrypted fax:

18. 1 30 August 2003 - Application launched but never enrolled (2)

18.2 Duration-unresolved.
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19 Mr Zuma's complaint to the Public Protector:

19. 1 30 October 2003 - Complaint lodged (3)

19. 2 28 May 2004 - Report by the Public Protector (3)

19. 3 Duration - 7 months.

20 The Zuma - Hulley search warrant application:

20. 1 10 October 2005 - Application launched (8).

20.2 15 February 2006 - High Court (Hurt) grants the application (10).

20. 3 8 November 2007 - SCA dismisses the application (12).

20. 4 31 July 2008 - CC dismisses the application (13, 27).

20. 5 Duration - 34 months.

Opposition to the United Kingdom MLA application

21 23 December 2006 - NPA applies to the High Court, Pretoria, to issue letters

requesting mutual legal assistance ('MLA') from the United Kingdom (15).

22 28 March 2007 - High Court, Pretoria, issues the MLA request. (16)

23 9 May 2007 - Mr Zuma's application for leave to intervene and for the order dated

28 March 2007 to be set aside (17).

24 14 September 2007 - High Court (Van der Merwe) dismisses application to

intervene (18).



25 14 September 2007 - Mr Zuma launches application for leave to appeal. Not

enrolled (18).

26 Duration 9 months.

27 Opposition to the Mauritius MLA application:

27. 1 4 December 2006-NPA applies to the High Court, Durban, to issue MLA

request to Mauritius (20).

27. 2 7 December 2007 - Mr Zuma opposes the application (20).

27. 3 2 April 2007 - High Court (Levinsohn) grants request. Mr Zuma appeals

(21, 22).

27. 4 5 June 2007 - High Court (Hugo) grants opposed application for

immediate execution (24).

27. 5 29 May 2007 Mr Kemp makes "Stalingrad" comment (25).

27. 6 8 November 2007 - SCA dismisses appeal (12, 26).

27.7 31 July 2008 - CC dismisses appeal (13, 28).

27.8 Duration - 19 months.

28 Mr Zuma's audi application:

28. 1 23 June 2008 - Application launched (30).

28. 2 12 September 2008 - High Court (Nicholson) upholds the application

(32).
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28. 3 12 January 2009 - SCA (Harms) dismisses the application (34).

28. 4 23 January 2009 - Mr Zuma launches application to the CC for leave to

appeal (35).

28. 5 Duration - 7 months.

29 Mr Zuma's first representations:

29. 1 10 February 2009 - Representations made (38).

29. 2 6 April 2009 - Mr Mpshe accedes to representations (39).

29.3 7 April 2009 - Charges withdrawn (40).

29.4 Duration - 2 months

30 DA's Spy Tapes application:

30. 1 7 April 2009 - Application launched (42).

30. 2 27 May 2009 - DA application for the record (43).

30. 3 22 February 2011 - High Court (Ranchod) dismisses application (46).

30. 4 20 March 2012 - SCA (Navsa) grants application (49).

30. 5 18 September 2012 - DA application for the Spy Tapes (50).

30. 6 24 July 2013 - Mr Zuma opposes the DA application (51).

30. 7 16 August 201 3 - High Court (Mathopo) upholds application (52).

30. 8 28 August 2014 - SCA (Navsa) upholds application (54).
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30. 9 29 April 2016 - High Court (Ledwaba, Pretorius, Mothle) upholds main

application (55).

30. 10 14 September 2017 - SCA hearing of the main application. Mr Zuma

and the N PA capitulate (59).

30. 11 13 October 2017 - SCA Spy Tapes judgment on the main application

(61).

30. 12 Duration-102 months.

31 Mr Zuma's second representations:

31. 1 11 October 2017 - Mr Zuma requests opportunity to make

representations (63).

31.2 31 January 201 8 - Representations made (64).

31. 3 16 March 2018 -Mr Abrahams refuses representations (67).

31.4 Duration - 5 months

32 Mr Zuma's application for a stay of prosecution:

32. 1 6 April 2018 - Mr Zuma and Thales' first appearance (69).

32. 2 15 November 201 8 - Mr Zuma and Thales launch applications (75).

32. 3 20 May 2019 - Hearing of applications (76).

32. 4 11 October 2019 - High Court (Mnguni, Steyn, Poyo-Dlwati) dismisses

applications (77)
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32. 5 1 November 2019 - Mr Zuma's application to the High Court for leave to

appeal to the SCA (79).

32. 6 29 November 2019 - High Court (Mnguni, Steyn, Poyo-Dlwati)

dismisses the application (80).

32. 7 23 December 2019 - Mr Zuma's application for leave to appeal to the

SCA(81).

32. 8 10 March 2020 - SCA (Petse, Flasket) dismisses applications (83).

32. 9 26 March 2020 - Mr Zuma's application for leave to appeal to the CC

(84).

32. 10 21 April 2020 - Mr Zuma withdraws the application (85).

32. 11 Duration - 24 months

33 Mr Zuma's application to remove Downer from the prosecution by special plea:

33. 1 17 May 2021 - Special plea entered (87).

33. 2 21 -22 September 2021 - Hearing of special plea (92).

33. 3 26 October 2021 - High Court (Koen) dismisses the special plea (93).

33. 4 10 November 2021 - Mr Zuma's launches application to the High Court

for leave to appeal (94).

33. 5 31 January 2022 - Hearing of application for leave to appeal (97).

33. 6 6 February 2022 - High Court (Koen) dismisses application (98).
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33. 7 9 March 2022 - Mr Zuma launches application to the SCA for leave to

appeal (99).

33. 8 28 March 2022 - SCA (Zondi, Nicholls) dismisses the application (101).

33. 9 6 April 2022 - Mr Zuma launches section 17(2)(f) reconsideration

application to the President of the SCA (102).

33. 10 20 May 2022 - President of the SCA (Maya) dismisses the application

(105).

33. 11 10 June 2022 - Mr Zuma's application to the Constitutional Court for

leave to appeal (106).

33. 12 23 September 2022 - Constitutional Court dismisses the application

(110).

33. 13 Duration (at least to 31 October 2022) -1 7 months

34 Total duration - 30 August 2003 to at least 31 October 2022, that is, 229 months

(19 years).

35 I highlight the following features of this timeline illustrative of Mr Zuma's abuse:

35. 1 Mr Zuma has been actively avoiding his day in court for a period of about

19 years.

35.2 All his challenges have ultimately failed, but only after he had pursued

them to the bitter end. His ultimate goal has been never to face his day
in court.
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35. 3 Mr Zuma launched his challenges one by one, each starting only when

the previous one failed, to maintain, extend and prolong their impact over

time.

THE RUN-UP TO THE PRIVATE PROSECUTION

36 In the prosecution of Mr Zuma, he raised a plea on 17 May 2021, in terms of

section 106(1)(h) of the CPA, to the effect that I did not have title to prosecute

him. He filed very voluminous affidavits in support of his plea. They made it clear

that, when he said that I did not have title to prosecute him, he really meant that

I had been guilty of misconduct which rendered me unfit to prosecute him. The

misconduct of which he accused me included his accusations that I unlawfully

leaked information about him to Mr Sole and sanctioned the release of General

Mdutywa's letter to Ms Maughan.

37 His Lordship Mr Justice Koen dismissed Mr Zuma's special plea in a judgment

handed down on 26 October 2021 reported online as S v Zuma [2021 ] ZAKZPHC

89 (26 October 2021). Annexure "BD3" is an extract comprising pages 1, 88 to

91, 93 to 101 and 107 of the original judgment. As appears from the extract, his

Lordship dismissed both,

the complaint about the leaks to Mr Sole from page 88 in paragraphs

231 to 245; and

the complaint about the release of General Mdutywa's letter from

page 93 in paragraphs 246 to 268.

38 He was particularly scathing of the complaint about my conversations with Mr

Sole. He held that it was "based on speculation, unsupported by admissib
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evidence" (paragraph 233). He noted that Mr Zuma had indeed, in an earlier

hearing, "expressly disavowed and accordingly waived reliance on the leaks"

which were consequently "no longer an issue on which reliance can be placed"

(paragraph 234). Notwithstanding this condemnation, MrZuma now persists with

the same complaint repackaged as a criminal charge.

39 Mr Zuma tells us, in paragraph 46 of his substantial facts, that, in October 2021,

at about the time of the dismissal of his special plea, he instructed his lawyers

"to seek the NPA to remove (me) as the prosecutor in his mattei".

40 At the same time, on 21 October 2021, Mr Zuma laid the criminal complaint

against me which has led to my private prosecution. Annexure "BD4" is a copy

of the complaint (excluding annexures). Mr Zuma dealt with my conversations

with Mr Sole in paragraph 10 and with the release of General Mdutywa's letter in

paragraphs 6 and 11 of his affidavit. He admitted in paragraph 16 that he had

raised the same complaints in his special plea.

41 After an investigation of the criminal complaints, the Director of Public

Prosecutions of KwaZulu-Natal, Advocate Elaine Zungu, declined to prosecute

me. She issued a certificate to that effect on 6 June 2022. Annexure "BD5" is a

copy of the certificate.

MY CONVERSATIONS WITH MR SOLE

No disclosure of information about Mr Zuma

42 Mr Zuma tells us very little of his accusation that I unlawfully disclosed official

information to Mr Sole. He says merely, in paragraph 10 of his indictment and

paragraph 24 of his substantial facts, that I did so in telephone conversations
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with Mr Sole between 4 and 13 June 2008 He says that the information disclosed

to Mr Sole related to his prosecution.

43 Mr Zuma told us more about this complaint in his affidavit filed in support of his

special plea that I lacked title to prosecute him. Annexure "BD6" is an extract

from his affidavit comprising paginated pages 5, 11 and 12. He raised the

complaint in paragraph 8.9. He based it on transcripts of telephone conversations

between me and Mr Sole. The transcripts annexed to his affidavit, as annexure

JGZ4, were incomplete and rather jumbled.

44 I dealt with Mr Zuma's accusation in my answer. Annexure "BD7" is an extract

from my answer comprising paginated pages 1454, 1501 to 1504 and a better

copy of the transcript of my telephone conversations with Mr Sole at paginated

pages 3436 to 3443 attached as Annexure "BD8". I dealt with Mr Zuma's

complaint in paragraph 55. I draw attention to the following features of my

answer:

44. 1 The tapes of my conversations with Mr Sole were part of the "Spy Tapes"

Mr Zuma used to persuade the Acting National Director of Prosecutions,

Mr Mpshe, to withdraw the charges against him in April 2009.

44.2 The same tapes featured in two well-known cases since then. The first

was the "Spy Tapes" case in which the Democratic Alliance successfully

challenged the withdrawal of the criminal charges against Mr Zuma. It

has been reported as Zuma v Democratic Alliance 2018 (1) SA 200

(SCA).
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44. 3 The second was the case in which Mr Sole successfully challenged the

constitutional validity of certain provisions of the Regulation of

Interception of Communications Act 7 of 2002. The Constitutional Court

judgment has been reported as amaBhungane Centre for Investigative

Journalism v Minister of Justice 2021 (3) SA 246 (CC).

44. 4 It is in other words clear that Mr Zuma has had the transcripts of my

conversations with Mr Sole since no later than April 2009.

44. 5 I denied that I had given Mr Sole any confidential information (paragraph

55. 7). I also denied that I had contravened the N PA Act or the NPA's

Prosecution Policy in any way (paragraph 55.6).

45 Mr Zuma dealt with the issue in paragraphs 37 to 45 of his reply. Annexure

"BD9" is an extract from his reply comprising paginated pages 4157 and 4174

to 4177. What was most notable about his reply, however, was what Mr Zuma

did not say. He did not contend that the transcripts upon which he based his

complaint revealed that I had disclosed any confidential information about his

case to Mr Sole.

46 The transcripts of my conversation with Mr Sole, annexure "BD8", show that I

did not leak any confidential information about Mr Zuma:

46. 1 I mentioned Mr Zuma only once during a conversation on 18 June 2008

as appears from page 4 of the transcript (paginated page 3439). This

date falls beyond the period covered by Mr Zuma's criminal charge

against me.
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46. 2 Mr Sole asked me about the mechanisms for mutual legal assistance in

terms of the International Co-operation in Criminal Matters Act 75 of

1996. He mentioned MrZuma only because it was public knowledge that

the NPA had sought mutual legal assistance from other countries in their

investigation of Mr Zuma's case. That much was for instance apparent

from the following cases which had by then attracted much publicity in

the media:

NDPP v Zuma [2007] ZAKZHC 4 (2 April 2007)

Zuma v NDPP [2007] ZASCA 135 (8 November 2007)

Thint Holdings v NDPP [2008] ZACC 14 (31 July 2008)

46. 3 Although the judgment in the last case was only handed down after my

conversations with Mr Sole, it was the culmination of much publicised

litigation which had been running for very many months.

46. 4 I merely described the mechanisms for mutual legal assistance, under

the International Co-operation in Criminal Matters Act, in the abstract. I

did not say anything about Mr Zuma or his case at all.

47 His Lordship Mr Justice Keen was scathing about this complaint in his judgment

dismissing Mr Zuma's special plea. As appears from the extract from his

judgment, annexure "BD3", he made the following findings:

47. 1 He held that Mr Zuma's accusations were "based on speculation,

unsupported by admissible evidence from Mr Zuma" (paragraph 233).
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47. 2 He noted in paragraph 234 that Mr Zuma had previously disavowed and

waived reliance on this complaint:

"At the hearing of the stay application Mr Zuma through his

counsel, expressly disavowed, and accordingly waived, reliance

on the leaks. That this was so, has not been disputed in reply. Mr

Masuku, who co-signed the special plea in this matter, is one of

the senior counsel who represented Mr Zuma in the stay of

prosecution application. The alleged media leaks to Mr Sole are

accordingly, at that level, no longer an issue on which reliance

can again be placed."

47. 3 He noted that Mr Zuma had not gain-said my account of my

conversations with Mr Sole (paragraph 235).

47. 4 hie held in paragraph 240 that it was prima facia lawful for a prosecutor

to deal with enquiries from the media as I had done:

"Prima facia it would not , in my view, be unlawful for a prosecutor

to deal with enquiries from the press, to ensure that the public is

properly informed of the work of the NPA and that the progress in

investigations, which inevitably might result in the disclosure of

information which came to his or her knowledge in the

performance of his or her functions in terms of the NPA Act, or

any other law."

48 The evidence upon which Mr Zuma bases this complaint has accordingly been

much discredited and does not disclose the beginnings of an offence. I did no

disclose any information to Mr Sole relating to Mr Zuma's case. I merely
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described, in the abstract, the mechanisms by which the NPA obtain mutual legal

assistance.

I was duly authorised to make disclosures

49 I annex a copy of the NPA's 2006 Directives on media statements and public

communications as annexure "BD10". I highlight the following provisions:

49. 1 Paragraph 2 authorised deputy directors [the appointment I held at that

time] and senior public prosecutors to act as spokespersons for the NPA

on matters pertaining to prosecution policy or any criminal prosecution.

I was thus authorised to act as spokesperson for the NPA under this

provision inter alia in relation to "any criminal prosecution".

49.2 Paragraph 4 described the purpose of responding to the media in much

the same way as Justice Koen recently did. It said that the purpose of

responding to the media was "to assist the public in understanding the

nature and course of criminal proceedings" without prejudicing the

parties before the court who cannot defend themselves.

50 Any disclosure I might have made was accordingly permissible under section

41(6) of the NPA Act because,

I was authorised to make disclosures to the media; and

I in any event did so for the purpose of performing my functions in

terms of the N PA Act.

51 The disclosure was also in line with the United Nations Guidelines on the Role

of prosecutors which authorises me to disclose matters that are necessary in th
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performance of my duties or when the needs of justice require such disclosure.

A copy of the Guidelines is Annexure "BD11"

Mr Zuma did not suffer any injury

52 Mr Zuma does not satisfy the requirement, in terms of section 7(1 )(a) of the CPA,

that a private prosecutor must have a substantial and peculiar interest in the

prosecution "arising out of some injury which he individually suffered in

consequence of the commission of the said offence".

53 Mr Zuma did not suffer any injury as a result of my conversations with Mr Sole at

all. He accordingly does not have standing to pursue this charge by private

prosecution.

This court does not have jurisdiction

54 I was in Cape Town when we had the telephone conversations about which Mr

Zuma complains. Paragraph 10 of the indictment alleges that the offence was

committed "at or near JOHANNESBURG". The offence, if any, accordingly

occurred beyond the jurisdiction of this court. This court consequently does not

have jurisdiction to entertain this charge.

Further features of abuse

55 These charges are not only wholly unfounded but also display the following

features which highlight Mr Zuma's abusive tactics:

55. 1 He has known about my conversations with Mr Sole since 2009. He has

repeatedly complained about them in his failed bids to discredit me. Only

now, after more than a decade, does he seek to prosecute me for the
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same complaint. It is obviously a last-ditch attempt to recycle the same

complaint yet against in pursuit of his Stalingrad tactic.

55.2 His tactic is compounded by the fact that, as appears from the extract of

the judgment of Justice Koen, Mr Zuma previously abandoned any

reliance on this complaint. His attempt to revive it is clearly in bad faith.

THE MDUTlWA LETTER

Introduction

56 Mr Zuma's counts 1 and 2 accuse me of contravening section 41(6)(a) or (b) of

the NPA Act by sanctioning the disclosure of the Mdutywa letter by Mr

Breitenbach to Ms Maughan on 9 August 2021. The charges are, however,

unfounded on the facts that are common cause. They are recounted in the

judgment of his Lordship Mr Justice Keen, annexure "BD3", in paragraphs 246

to 268.

The history of the letter

57 Mr Zuma's case was due to come before this court on Tuesday 10 August 2021.

He was, at the time, incarcerated at the Estcourt Correctional Centre under a

sentence of imprisonment imposed on him by the Constitutional Court.

58 On 6 August 2021, the Department of Correctional Services issued a media

statement that Mr Zuma had been admitted to hospital.

59 On Sunday 8 and Monday 9 August 2021, the parties agreed to apply to the court

for postponement of Mr Zuma's case in the light of his indisposition. They agreed
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that Mr Zuma's attorney, Mr Thusini, would launch an application for a

postponement.

60 Mr Thusini launched such an application by emailing a copy of the application to

Justice Koen at 21h07 on Monday 9 August 2021. Annexure "BD12" is a copy

of the email by which he did so. Annexure "BD13" is a copy of the application.

61 In paragraph 11 of his founding affidavit, Mr Thusini referred to and annexed

General Mdutywa's letter as annexure FA2. In paragraph 16 of his founding

affidavit, he referred to and annexed a supporting affidavit by General Mdutywa

as annexure FA4.

62 General Mdutywa's letter, annexure FA2 to Mr Thusini's affidavit, was dated 8

August 2021. His supporting affidavit, annexure FA4 to MrThusini's affidavit, was

also deposed to on 8 August 2021.

63 It is accordingly clear that Mr Thusini obtained the letter and founding affidavit

from General Mdutywa's on Saturday 8 August 2021 for purposes of his

application for postponement launched the following day. Mr Thusini obtained

the letter and General Mdutywa wrote it to include it in Mr Thusini's application

for postponement, that is, for purposes of public disclosure in open court.

64 It is wholly opportunistic for Mr Zuma to complain about the public release of the

letter. His attorney, acting on his behalf, obtained the letter for that very purpose.

His attorney indeed filed the letter on public record on the evening of Monday 9

August 2021.
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I lawfully filed the letter

65 I received a copy of General Mdutywa's letter on Sunday 8 August 2021 from Ms

Radebe, the officer in charge of the Estcourt Correctional Centre. She did not

impose any restriction on my use of the letter

66 Pursuant to the parties' agreement to seek a postponement of Mr Zuma's case,

I prepared an affidavit to explain these developments to Justice Koen. I sent him

an unsigned copy of my affidavit under cover of an email at 11 h46 on Monday 9

August 2021 (which was a public holiday). Annexure "BD14" is a copy of the

email by which I did so. As appears from the email, I also copied it to Mr Thusini.

67 Annexure "BD15" is a copy of my unsigned affidavit. I referred to General

Mdutywa's tetter in paragraph 10 and annexed a copy as annexure WJD2.

68 The clerk assigned to the prosecution team filed a signed copy of my affidavit at

court at about 08h00 on Tuesday 10 August 2021.

69 The court held a virtual hearing of Mr Zuma's case on Tuesday 10 August 2021.

Justice Keen postponed the matter in accordance with the parties' joint request.

70 It follows that both parties filed General Mdutywa's letter on public record on 9

August 2021. 1 did so in the morning at 11 h46 and Mr Thusini did so that evening

at 21h07.

71 Once General Mdutywa's letter had been filed, it became a public document

accessible to the public and the media under the SCA's SANRAL judgment.

72 It is thus clear that I la\Arfully filed General Mdutywa's letter and that its

subsequent release to the media was equally lawful.
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Mr Breitenbach's release of the letter

73 I understand that, after I had sent my unsigned affidavit to Justice Koen at 11 h46

on Monday 9 August 2021, Mr Breitenbach sent a copy of the affidavit to Ms

Maughan in the late afternoon at about 16h45. Mr Breitenbach only told me that

he had done so later that afternoon. I did not authorise or "sanction" his release

of the affidavit to Ms Maughan. I have little doubt that I would have done so, if he

had asked, because it is perfectly lawful to release copies of documents filed in

court to the media. But, as it happened, Mr Breitenbach did not seek my sanction

as MrZuma alleges.

74 I do not have personal knowledge of the exchanges between Mr Breitenbach and

Ms Maughan at the time. They have, however, described their interactions in

affidavits made to the NPA as part of its investigation of Mr Zuma's criminal

complaint. Annexure "BD16" is a copy of Mr Breitenbach's affidavit. Annexure

"BD17" is a copy of Ms Maughan's affidavit. Their account may be summarised

as follows:

74. 1 At about 16h45 on Monday 9 August 2021, Ms Maughan asked Mr

Breitenbach for a copy of my unsigned affidavit sent to Justice Koen

earlier that day. Mr Breitenbach sent her a copy on condition that she

would not publish anything based on the affidavit before the signed copy

was filed at court.

74. 2 Later that afternoon, Mr Breitenbach told me of his arrangement with Ms

Maughan and enquired when I proposed to file my signed affidavit. I told

him that I proposed to do so first thing the following morning.
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74. 3 Early the following morning, Tuesday 10 August 2021 , I confirmed to Mr

Breitenbach that my signed affidavit had been filed. Mr Breitenbach

conveyed this message to Ms Maughan at 08h01.

74.4 Ms Maughan first published an article based on the documents received

from Mr Breitenbach thereafter at around 09h14 on 10 August 2021.

Conclusions

75 As this history makes clear, Mr Zuma's complaint about the disclosure of General

Mdutywa's letter is unfounded for the following reasons:

75. 1 Mr Breitenbach lawfully gave Ms Maughan a copy of the letter. It had by

then been filed in court. The media and the public were entitled to access

to the letter under the SCA's SANRAL judgment.

75.2 I, in any event, did not "sanction" Mr Breitenbach's release of the letter

to Ms Maughan as Mr Zuma would have it.

75. 3 Mr Zuma moreover does not satisfy the requirement for standing in terms

of section 7(1 )(a). He does not have a substantive and peculiar interest

in the prosecution "arising out of some injury which he individually

suffered in consequence of the commission of the said offence".

76 Mr Zuma's abuse, in seeking to prosecute me for Mr Breitenbach's release of the

letter to Ms Maughan, is particularly egregious. His own attorney obtained the

letter from General Mdutywa for purposes of public disclosure. He in fact publicly

disclosed it as part of his application for a postponement filed on Monday evening

9 August 2022. For Mr Zuma to suggest that he was injured by the disclosure
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the letter to Ms Maughan or her public disclosure of it, accordingly constitutes

crass abuse.

OTHER MANIFESTATIONS OF ABUSE

77 There are further manifestations of Mr Zuma's abuse of the process of this court

in his pursuit of his private criminal prosecution.

78 His summary of substantial facts brims with irrelevant, one-sided and

sensationalist allegations. Paragraphs 14 to 23 are entirely irrelevant and a

shameless distortion of the history of his prosecution. Paragraphs 26 to 34 are

equally irrelevant. Paragraph 46 is irrelevant and clearly sensationalist.

79 Mr Zuma's list of witnesses is also an obvious sensationalist publicity stunt. The

facts on which he bases his private prosecution are common cause. The

witnesses on his list cannot, in any event, contribute to them at all. His list is an

abusive attempt at sensationalist publicity.

80 Mr Zuma's prosecution of Ms Maughan is also a manifestation of abuse. He did

not lay a criminal complaint against her. He did not obtain a certificate nolle

prosequito prosecute her. His suggestion that she committed a criminal offence

by receiving a document which formed part of his court record, is obviously far-

fetched. And so is his contention that he suffered injury as a result of her public

disclosure of the letter which he had filed in court and thus made public himself

PRAYER

81 I ask for the orders sought in my notice of motion.
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William John Downer

I hereby certify that the deponent knows and understands the contents of this affidavit

and that it is to the best of her knowledge both true and correct. This affidavit was

signed and sworn to before me at ̂ te 1b^ on thist^f day of September 2022.

The Regulations contained in Government Notice R. 1258 of 21 July 1972, as

amended, and Government Notice No R1648 of 19 August 1977, as amended, have

been complied with.

^ ^ <^M. <. ^ ^
COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
PRACTCiUG ADVOCATE OF THE HIGH COURT
7T FLOOR, HUGUENOT CHAMBERS
40 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET
CAPETOWN,
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CASE NO: ^<- '- ^ .
PIETERMARITZBURG CAS 309/10/2021

Investigating Officer: Brigadier Mbhele

IGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
(KWAZULU-NATAL DIVISION, PIETERMARITZBURG)

In the matter of:

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISAZUMA

An 80-year old adult South African male citizen of KwaNxamalala Residence,
Nkandla, Kwa-Zulu-Natal

(Hereinafter referred to as 'the Private Prosecutor')

versus

1. WILLIAM JOHN DOWNER

a 65-year old adult South African male citizen of Cape Town, Western

Cape. (C/0 of the National Prosecuting Authority, 115 Buitengracht Street.

Cape Town, Western cape

(Hereinafter referred to as 'Accused 1')

and

2. KARYNMAUGHAN

a 42-year old adult South African female citizen of Bryanston,

Johannesburg, Gauteng (C/0 Willem De Klerk ofWillem De Klerk.

Attorneys ('WDK Attorneys'). Le Val Office Park, North Block, 45 Jan

Smuts Avenue, Westcliff, Johannesburg, Gauteng).
(Hereinafter referred to as 'Accused 2')

(Hereinafter collectively referred to as 'the Accused')

SUMMONS IN A CRIMINAL CASE

'^*^'^'TO^^S^^R^" .--.-s^^..
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TO THE ACCUSED:

You are hereby summoned to appear in person before the PIETERMARITZBURG

HIGH COURT at 0&H30 on the 10T Of OCTOBER 2022 at COURT "A" in connection

with the charges of which the particulars are mentioned in the indictment attached

hereto and to remain in attendance.

TO ANY POLICE OFFICER / SHERIFF OR OTHER PERSON empowered to serve

summons in criminal proceedings:

You are hereby commanded in the name of the Private Prosecutor to serve the copy

of this summons on the persons (referred to as the Accused) of whom particulars

appear hereunder as to summons them to appear in Court and to remain in attendance

in connection with the charges of which the particulars are mentioned herein and

particulars set out in the indictment. Report to the Court what you have done thereon.

PARTICULARS OF ACCUSED 1:

Name:

Address:

Gender:

Occupation:

Age:

WILLIAM JOHN DOWNER

C/0 of the National Prosecuting Authority, 115

Buitengracht Street, Cape Town, Western cape

MALE

STATE ADVOCATE

65

PARTICULARS OF ACCUSED 2:

Name:

Address:

Gender:

Occupation:

Age:

KARYN MAUGHAN

C/0 WILLEM DE KLERK OF WILLEM DE KLERK

ATTORNEYS (*WDK ATTORNEYS'). LE VAL OFFICE

PARK, NORTH BLOCK, 45 JAN SMUTS AVENUE,

WESTCLIFF, JOHANNESBURG, GAUTENG

FEMALE

JOURNALIST

42
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THE CHARGE S:

IN RESPECT OF ACCUSED 1

1 1 Contravening Section 41(6)(a), read with section 41(7) of Act No. 32 of 1998.

(Unauthorised disclosure of information) (Only in respect of Accused 1)

1.2 Contravening Section 41(6)(b), read with section 41(7) of Act No. 32 of 1998.

(Unauthorised disclosure of the contents of a document); (Only in respect of
Accused 1)

IN RESPECT OF ACCUSED 1 AND/OR ACCUSED 2

2. 1 Contravening Section 41(6}(b), read with section 41(7) of Act No. 32 of 1998.

(Unauthorised disclosure of the contents of a document); (In respect of both
Accused 1 and Accused 2)

2. 2Accomplice to the breach of section 41(6)(a) and/or (b), read with section 41(7)
of Act No. 32 of 1998 (Only in respect of Accused 2)



The following identity and contact details of the Private Prosecutor apply to

this matter:

NAME: JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISA ZUMA

OCCUPATION: FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH

AFRICA

CONTACT ADDRESS c/o KwaNxamalala Residence, Nkandla, Kwa-Zulu-

Natal

Compiled/lssued on behalf of the Private Prosecutor by

DATED AT PIETERMARITZBURG ON THIS 5TH DAY OF SEPTEMBE^WS

-^' MONGEZI NTANGA

NTANGA NKUHLU INC.

ATTORNEYS FOR THE PRIVATE PROSECUTOR

Unit 24 Wild Fig Business Park

1492 Cranberry Street

Honeydew

TEL: (010)595-1055

MOBILE NO.: 072 137 7104

^22 -O.Q- n c - C/0 PRANESH INDRAJITH ATTORNEYS

41 Lahore Road

Pietermaritzburg

Tel: 033 3871 410

mail@pi-attorneys.co.2a

reception@pi-attorneys. co .za

Ref: Pavi Indrajith

^QFfREGISTRAR^OF THE HIGH COURT
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In stigating Officer: Brigadier Mbhele

2022-09-05 CR3

F SOUTH AFRICA
FDIEHOOGgeREGSHOF

(KWAZULU-NATAL DIVISION, PIETERMARITZBURG)

In the matter of:

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISAZUMA

An 80-year old adult South African male citizen of KwaNxamalala Residence,
Nkandla, Kwa-Zulu-Natal

(Hereinafter referred to as 'the Pnvaie Prosecutor1)

versus

1. WILLIAM JOHN DOWNER

a 65-year old adult South African male citizen of Cape Town. Western

Cape. (C/0 of the National Prosecuting Authority, 115 Buitengracht Street,

Cape Town, Western cape

(Hereinafter referred to as 'Accused 1')

and

2. KARYNMAUGHAN

a 42-year old adult South African female citizen of Bryanston,

Johannesburg, Gauteng (C/0 Willem De Klerk of Willem De Klerk

Attorneys ('WDK Attorneys'), Le Val Office Park, North Block, 45 Jan

Smuts Avenue, Westcliff, Johannesburg, Gauteng).
(Hereinafter referred to as 'Accused 2')

(Hereinafter collectively referred to as 'the Accused")

INDICTMENT



The Private Prosecutor, who as such prosecutes in terms of section 7(1), read with

sections 9(1 )(a), 9(1 ){b), 10(1) and 10(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act No. 51 of 1977

(as amended), hereby institutes and shall, with the assistance of his duly mandated

legal representatives, conduct criminal proceedings to find the Accused persons cited

above guilty of the following crimes of:

1. IN RESPECT OF ACCUSED 1

1. 1. Contravening Section 41(6)(a), read with section 41(7) of Act No. 32 of

1998.

(Unauthorised disclosure of information) (Only in respect of Accused 1)

1.2. Contravening Section 41{6)(b), read with section 41(7) of Act No. 32 of

1998.

(Unauthorised disclosure of the contents of a document); (Only in

respect of Accused 1)

2. IN RESPECT OF ACCUSED 1 AND/OR ACCUSED 2

2. 1. Contravening Section 41{6)(b), read with section 41(7) of Act No. 32 of

1998.

(Unauthorised disclosure of the contents of a document); (In respect of

both Accused 1 and Accused 2)

2,2. Accomplice to the breach of section 41 (6)(a) and/or (b), read with section

41(7) of Act No. 32 of 1998 (Only in respect of Accused 2)

COUNT 1: (Only in respect of Accused 1)

UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

1. That Accused is guilty of the crime of contravening section 41{G)(a), read with

section 41(7) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32 of 1998.



2. IN THAT upon or about the period 9 to 10 August 2021, and at or near

Pietermaritzburg and at or near places unknown to the Private Prosecutor, in

the district of PIETERMARITZBURG, Accused 1, a member of the National

Prosecuting Authority, did unlawfully and intentionally sanction ANDREW

BREITENBACH, a duly admitted and practicing Advocate representing the

Nationaf Prosecuting Authority on brief. to disclose information which came to

his (i.e. Accused 1) knowledge in the performance of his functions in terms of

the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32 of 1998 as the prosecutor in S r

Jacob Gedleyihlekisa Zuma and Thales South Africa (Pty) Ltd, KwaZulu-Natal

Division, Case Number CCD 30/2018, namely, a letter dated 8 August 2021,

classified as 'MEDICAL CONFIDENTIAL' and titled, 'MEDICAL SUPPORT TO

THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND FORMER

PRESIDENTS', as authored by BRIGADIER GENERAL (DOCTOR) M. Z.

MDUT>/WA of the South African Military Hearth Service, Department of

Defence, to Accused 2, a journalist for and on behalf of News 24.

3. WHEREAS the information was in fact disclosed to Accused 2 without the

permission of the National Director of Public Prosecutions, SHAMILA BATOHI,

and/or without the permission of a person authorised thereto in writing by the
said National Director of Public Prosecutions.

4. NOW THEREFORE the Accused is guilty of contravening section 41 (6)(a), read
with section 41(7) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32 of 1998.

COUNT 2 (Only in respect of Accused 1), ALTERNATIVELY TO COUNT 1

UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE OF THE CONTENTS OF A DOCUMENT

5. That the Accused is guilty of the crime of contravening section 41{6)(b), read

with section 41(7) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32 of 1998,



6. IN THAT upon or about the period 9 to 10 August 2021 and at or near places

unknown to the Private Prosecutor, in the district of PfETERMARITZBURG,

Accused 1, a member of the National Prosecuting Authority, did unlawfully and

intentionally sanction ANDREW BREITENBACH SC, an Advocate representing
the National Prosecuting Authority on brief, to disclose the contents of a

document in the possession of the National Prosecuting Authority, namely, a

letter dated 8 August 2021 , classified as 'MEDICAL CONFIDENTIAL and titled,

'MEDICAL SUPPORT TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH

AFRICA AND FORMER PRESIDENTS', as authored by BRIGADIER

GENERAL (DOCTOR) M. Z. MDUTYWA of the South African Military Health

Service, Department of Defence, to Accused 2, a journalist for and on behalf of

News 24.

7 WHEREAS the content of the said document was in fact disclosed to Accused

2 without the permission of the National Director of Public Prosecutions,

SHAMILA BATOHI, and/or without the permission of a person authorised

thereto in writing by the said National Director of Public Prosecutions.

8. NOW THEREFORE the Accused are guilty of contravening section 41(6)(b),

read with section 41 (7) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32 of 1 998.

COUNTS (Only in respect of Accused 1)

UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION

9. That the Accused is guilty of crime of contravening section 41(6)(a), read with

section 41(7) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32 of 1998.

10. IN THAT upon and between 4 and 13 June 2008 and at or near

JOHANNESBURG Accused 1, a member of the National Prosecuting Authority,

did unlawfully and intentionally ctisdose information which came to his

knowledge in the performance of his functions in terms of the NPA Act as the



prosecutor in the then pending prosecution of the Private Prosecutor, to a Mr

Sam Sole, then a journalist for and on behalf of the Mail and Guardian.

11. WHEREAS the said information was in fact disclosecT to Mr Sam Sole without

the permission of the National Director of Public Prosecutions and/or without

the permission of a person authorised thereto in writing by the said National

Director of Public Prosecutions.

12. Now THEREFORE, the Accused is guilty of contravening section 41(6)(a), read

with section 41 (7) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32 of 1998,

COUNT 4 (Only in respect of Accused 2)

UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE OF THE CONTENTS OF A DOCUMENT

13. That the Accused is guilty of ttie crime of contravening section 41 (6)(b), read

with section 41(7) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32 of 1998.

14 IN THAT upon or about the period 9 to 10 August 2021, and at or near places

unknown to the Private Prosecutor, in the district of PIETERMARITZBURG,

Accused 2, a journalist contracted to News 24, did unlawfully and intentionally

disclose the contents of a document in the possession of the National

Prosecuting Authority, namely, a letter dated 8 August 2021, classified as

'MEDICAL CONFIDENTIAL' and titled, 'MEDICAL SUPPORT TO THE

PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND FORMER

PRESIDENTS', as authored by BRIGADIER GENERAL (DOCTOR) M. Z.

MDUTYWA of the South African Military Health Service, Department of

Defence, to News 24 readers and/or the general pubtic, without the permission

of the National Director of Public Prosecutions, SHAMILA BATCH I, and/or

without the permission of a person authorised thereto in writing by the said

National Director of Public Prosecutions.

15. NOW THEREFORE the Accused is guilty of contravening section 41 (6)(b), read

with section 41(7) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32 of 1998.



COUNT 5: (Only in respect of Accused 2)

ACCOMPLICE TO BREACH OF SECTION 41(6)(b)

16. That Accused 2 is guilty of the crime of contravening section 41(6)(a) and/or

(b), read with section 41(7) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32 of

1992,

17. IN THAT upon or about the period 9 to 10 August 2021, and at or near places

unknown to the Private Prosecutor, in the district of PIETERMARITZBURG.

Accused 2, a journalist contracted to News 24, did unlawfully and intentionally

facilitated aided and/or encouraged the commission by Accused 1 of the crimes

of breaching section 41(6)(a) and/or (b), read with section 41(7) of the National

Prosecuting Authority Act No, 32 of 1992, thereby facilitating, aiding and/or

abetting Accused 1 in the commission of the crimes referred to in Counts 1

and/or 2 above.

18. In case of conviction, the said Private Prosecutor prays for sentence according

to law, against the Accused.

19. The Private Prosecutor further confirms that this matter will be handled in

accordance with the provisions of applicable legislation.

ATTACHMENTS

20. This document must be read with the attached Summary of Facts and Witness

List.

DETAILS OF THE PRIVATE PROSECUTOR:

The following identity and contact details of the Private Prosecutor apply to this

matter

» L



NAME: JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISA ZUMA

OCCUPATION: FORMER PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH

AFRICA

CONTACT ADDRESS c/o KwaNxamalala Residence, Nkandla, Kwa-Zulu-

Natal

Compiled/lssued on behalf of the Private Prosecutor by

MONGEZI NTANGA

NTANGA NKUHLU INC.

Attorneys for the Private Prosecutor

UNIT 24 WILD FIG BUSINESS PARK

1492 CRANBERRY STREET

HONEYDEW

TEL: (010)595-1055

MOBILE NO. : 072 137 7104

C/0 PRANESH INDRAJITH ATTORNEYS

41 LAHORE ROAD

PIETERMARITZBURG

(REF: PAVI INDRAJITH)

TO: THE SHERIFF

AND TO: THE REGISTRAR OF THE

ABOVE HONOURABLE COURT

PIETERMARITZBURG

AND TO: MR WILLIAM JOHN DOWNER

c/o THE NATINAL PROSECUTING AUTHORITY



115 BUITENGRACHT STREET

CAPE TOWN

AND TO: MS KARYN MAUGHAN

c/o MR WILLEM DE KLERK

WDK ATTORNEYS

LE VAL OFFICE PARK

NORTH BLOCK

45 JAN SMUTS AVENUE

WESCLIFF

JOHANNESBURG

SERVICE BY SHERIFF

SERVICE BY SHERIFF

\



CASE NO:
PIETERMARITZBURG CAS 309/10/2021

Investigating Officer: Brigadier Mbhele

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

(KWAZULU-NATAL DIVISION, P1ETERMARITZBURG)

In the matter of:

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISAZUMA

[Private Prosecutor,

in terms of section 7(1), read with sections 9(1)(a), 9(1)(b), 10(1) and 10(2) of Act No. 51 of 1977, as

amended

versus

^ 1 WILLIAM JOHN DOWNER (Accused
I 2022 -09- o 5 eps

and

2. KARYN MAUGHAN (Accused 2)

SUMMARY OF SUBSTANTIAL FACTS IN TERMS OF SECTION 144(3){a) OF
ACT 51 OF 1977

INTRODUCTION

1. The National Prosecuting Authority ('NPA'), foreshadowed in section 179 of the

Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act No. 108 of 1996 ('the

Constitution'), and which is established by the National Prosecuting Authority Act

No. 32 of 1998 ('NPA Act") is enjoined to exercise its functions without fear,

favourer prejudice.



2. Section 22(1) of the NPA Act clothes the National Director of Public Prosecutions

{'National Director') as head of the NPA, with the authority over the exercising of

the powers, and the performance of all the duties and functions conferred or

imposed on or assigned to any member of the NPA.

3. Section 32(1) of the NPA Act obligates members of the NPA to serve impartially

and to exercise, carry out or perform their powers, duties and functions in good

faith and without fear, favour or prejudice, subject only to the Constitution and

the Rule of Law.

4. The NPA and its members are further required to observe and prescribe to the

objectives, guidelines and standards of the International Association of

Prosecutors ('IAP').

5. In this regard, Article 1 of the IAP'S Constitution, delineates the objects of the

IAP, which, inter alia, indude:

(i) Promoting effective, fair, impartial and efficient prosecution of criminal

offences;

6.

(ii) Respecting and seeking to protect human rights as contained in the

United Nations' Universal Declaration of Human Rights; and

(iii) Promoting high standards and principles, generally recognised

internationally as necessary and corollary in the proper and independent

prosecution of offences.

The Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors, determined at the Eighth United

Nations ('UN'} Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of

Offenders, Havana, 27 August 20 7 September 1990, requires of prosecutors to,

inter alia:

(i) Perform their duties fairly, consistently and expeditiously, with respect to

and in protecting human dignity and to uphold human rights in ensuring

due process in the functioning of the criminal justice system;



(Fi) Carry out their functions impartially and avoid, inter alia, political, social,

racial and any other kinds of discrimination;

(Hi) Protect the public interest, act with objectivity and take proper account of

the position of the suspect and the victim;

(iv) Keep matters in their possession confidential, subject to the performance

of their duty or the needs of justice requiring otherwise; and

(v) In ensuring fairness and effectiveness of prosecution, strive to cooperate

with the police, the courte, the legal profession, public defenders and other

government agencies and institutions.

7. The Standards of Professional Responsibility and Statement of the Essential

Dutie.s and Rights of Prosecutors, adopted by the IAP on 23 April 1999, require

prosecutors to, inter alia:

(i) Respect, protect and uphold the concept of human dignity and human

rights;

(ii) At all times protect an accused's right to a fair trial;

(iii) Always remain unaffected by individual or sectional interests and public

or media pressures and have only regard to public interest;

(iv) Strive to be, and be seen to be, consistent, independent, impartial and

always act with objectivity.

(v) Exercise the highest standards of integrity and care at all times;

(vl) Always maintain the honour and dignity of their profession; and

(vii) At all times conduct themselves professionally, in accordance with the law

and the rules of ethics of theij- profession.



8. The Code of Conduct of Members of the National Prosecuting Authority requires,

inter alia, the values of accountability, credibility, integrity and professionalism on

the part of member of the National Prosecuting Authority.

9. It is, inter alia, against the above background and prescripts that section 41(6),

read with section 41(7) of the NPA Act criminalises the disclosure of certain

information and documents which are in the possession of the prosecuting

authority, without the permission of the NDPP.

BACKGROUND

10. The Private Prosecutor and complainant herein is a former President of Republic

of South Africa ('South Africa'), having served in that position from 9 May 2009

to 14 February 2018; a former Deputy President of South Africa, having served

in that position from 14 June 1999 to 14 June 2005; a former President of the

African National Congress ('ANC'), a political party registered in accordance with

the laws of South Africa, having sen/ed in that position from 18 December 2007

to 18 December 2017; and the first accused in S v Jacob Gedleyihlekfsa Zuma

and Thales South Africa (Pty) Ltd, KwaZulu-Natal Division,

Pietermaritzbwg Case Number CCD 3(?/2018, presently pending before this

Court, the Honourable Mr Justice P. A. Koen presiding.

11. Accused 1 , a duly admitted advocate of the High Court of South Africa and a

Senior Counsel, was at all material times an employee of the National

Prosecuting Authority ('NPA') as a Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions

{'DDPP') in terms of section 15 of the National Prosecuting Authority Act No. 32

of 1998 ('NPA Act') and the designated prosecutor in S v Jacob Gedleyihlekisa

Zuma and Thales South Africa (Pty) Ltd, KwaZulu-Natal Division, supra,

presently pending before this Honourable Court.

12. Accused 2 was at all material times a Journalist for and on behalf of News 24, an

online news website and a subsidiary of Media 24, a media company, which is

further a subsidiary of Naspers Limited, a multinational internet, technology and

c



multimedia holding company. The said companies are all registered in

accordance with the laws of the Republic of South Africa.

13. Andrew Breitenbach SC, a duly admitted advocate of the High Court of South

Africa and Senior Counsel, was at all material times one of the private advocates

on brief for and on behalf of the NPA, inter alia, In relation to interlocutory

proceedings emanating from S v Jacob Gedieyihleklsa Zuma and Thales

South Africa (Pty) Ltd, supra.

14. The Private Prosecutor was initially indicted on various counts of fraud,

corruption and money laundering on or about 20 June 2005 in this Division.

15. However, prior to being indicted, on or about 23 August 2003, then National

Director, Bulelani Ngcuka ('Mr Ngcuka'), at a press conference publicly stated,

whilst there was a prima facie of corruption against the Private Prosecutor, the

NPA had decided not to prosecute him as it was uncertain that the prospects of

success were strong enough for a winnable case.

16. Mr Ngcuka's public utterance garnered strong criticism from then Public

Protector, Lawrence Mushwana, labelling it as '...most unusual and contentious.

It opened the floodgates for varied speculations by several sectors of society,

particular the media and some parliamentarians, about the involvement of the

Deputy President [i. e. the Private Prosecutor] in criminal conduct, which was

unjustified and not in the public interest.'

17. On 5 September 2006 the Honourable Mr Justice Msimang struck that

prosecution off the roll as the State was not ready to proceed with the

prosecution.

18. On 28 December 2007 the Private Prosecutor was again indicted. This time only

charges of corruption and money laundering were preferred against him.

19. In February 2009 the Private Prosecutor made representations to the then Acting

National Director, Mokotedi Mpshe SC ('Mpshe SC').



20. On or about 1 April 2009, the then Acting National Director, Mokotedi Mpshe SC

{'Mpshe SC') decided to discontinue the prosecution against the Private

Prosecutor, which decision was made public on or about 6 April 2009.

21 The decision to discontinue the prosecution against the Private Prosecutor, was

in the main as a direct result of then Deputy National Director of Public

Prosecutions, Leonard Mccarthy ('Mr Mccarthy'), who was also Head of the

Directorate of Special Operation ('DSO' and/or 'Scorpions') and responsible for

the investigation and prosecution of the Private Prosecutor, having used the

illegal processes against the Private Prosecutor to accomplish a purpose for

which it was not designed in abuse of the criminal justice system; having

subjected the Private Prosecutor to abuse of process which offended against

one's sense of justice and that of the administration of Justice in relation to the

timing of the charges which had been influenced politically by former National

Director, Mr Ngcuka.

22. The political interference is exacerbated by the telephone recordings

interceptions and meetings Mr Mccarthy had engaged inwith numerous people,

including Mr Ngcuka who, for sometime, was no longer the National Director and

Ronnie Kasrils (Mr Kasrils'), the then Minister of Intelligence, Faiek Davids, Mzi

Khumaio and Andre Pienaar

23. It was Mr McCarthy, the day after scheduling an engagement with Mr Kasrils, on

21 December 2007 who telephoned Accused 1, and instructed him to amend the

indictment and to proceed with the prosecution of the Private Prosecutor.

24 Between 4 and 13 June 2008, Accused 1 engaged in numerous telephonic

discussions with Sam Sole ('Mr Sole'), a journalist for and or behalf of the Mail &

Guardian, during which Accused 1 disclosed information in relation to self-same

prosecution of the Private Prosecutor which had come to his attention during the

course and scope of the performance of his duties and functions as a member of

the NPA, without the authority of the National Director.



25, In this regard, Accused 1 specifically divulged to Mr Sole sensitive and/or

confidential information, acquired In his capacity as prosecutor, without any

written authorisation of the National Director.

26. A further consideration was the authoring of the Browse Mole Report by former

journalist and NPA employee, Ivor Powell ('Mr Powell') under the direction of Mr

Mccarthy, which involved an information and intelligence gathering exercise to

be used to discredit the Private Prosecutor by leaking same to the media to

thwart the Private Prosecutor's prospects of being elected President of the ANC,

and ultimately President of South Africa.

27. Accused 1 was at all relevant times the lead prosecutor in the various indictments

preferred against the Private Prosecutor.

28. The Democratic Alliance ('DA'), another political party registered in accordance

with the laws of South Africa, subsequently successfully instituted review

proceedings in the Gauteng Provincial Division of the High Court against Mpshe

SC's decision to discontinue the prosecution against the Private Prosecutor.

29. Both the Private Prosecutor and the NPA appealed the decision of the Gauteng

High Court.

30. The Supreme Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal.

31. The Private Prosecutor submitted representations to the then National. Director,

Shaun Abrahams ('Mr Abrahams'), not to prosecute him.

32. Mr Abrahams subsequently rejected the representations and authorised the

prosecution of the Private Prosecutor on or about 16 March 2018 on charges of

inter alia, racketeering, corruption and money laundering.

33. As a result of all the above, the Private Prosecutor is currently facing various

charges in this Honourable Court, with Accused 1 as the lead prosecutor.

34. The Private Prosecutor subsequently instituted numerous fegal challenges

culminating in him raising a special plea in terms of section 106(1)(h) of the

Criminal Procedure Act No. 51 of 1977 before the trial Court.



35. In July 2021 the Constitutional Court convicted and sentenced the Private

Prosecutor to a period of 15 months direct impr-isdnment, resulting in his

detention at the Estcourt Correctional Centre in respect of an unrelated offence

of contempt of court.

36. The trial Coun subsequently adjourned the matter to the period 10 to 13 August

2021 for the adjudication of the special plea raised by the Private Prosecutor.

37. On 4 August 2021 the trial Court issued a directive for the hearing of the special

plea to be argued in open court.

38. Whilst incarcerated at the Estcourt Correctional Centre, the Private Prosecutor

was at ali times under medical care and was later admitted into a private hospital

in Pretoria under care of the Presidential Medical Unit of the South African

National Defence Force ('SANDF') on 6 August 2021.

39. On 8 August 2021, Accused 1, the Director of Public Prosecutions: KwaZulu-

Natal, Elaine Zungu ('Ms Zungu") and another colleague, Deneshree Naicker

('Ms Naicker') a Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions in Ms Zungu's office,

received an email communication from Ms Radebe. of the Estcourt Correctional

Centre, which included an attachment namely, a letter dated 8 August 2021,

classified as 'MEDICAL CONFIDENTIAL' and titled, 'MEDICAL SUPPORT TO

THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND FORMER

PRESIDENTS', as authored by BRIGADIER GENERAL (DOCTOR) M. Z.
MDUT/WA of the South African Military Health Service, Department of Defence

40. On 9 August 2021 , the trial Court issued a directive in relation to the proceedings

scheduled for 10 August 2021, which resulted in an expected postponement of

the matter subject to the application for same by the Private Prosecutor's

Counsel.

41 During the late afternoon of 9 August 2021, Breitenbach SC provided Accused 2

with a copy of the letter dated 8 August 2021, classified as 'MEDICAL

CONFIDENTIAL and titled, 'MEDICAL SUPPORT TO THE PRESIDENT OF



THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA AND FORMER PRESIDENTS', which

disclosure was specifically sanctioned and authorised by Accused 1.

42. Accused 1 did not have the authorisation of the National Director for the said

letter or its contents to be disclosed to Accused 2 or anyone else for that matter,

nor did he have the authorisation of any person so duly authorised by the

National Director.

43. The next day Accused 2 published a media article in relation to the Private

Prosecutor's trial and his medical condition based on the content of the MEDICAL

CONFIDENTIAL classified tetter received from Breytenbach SC as sanctioned

by Accused 1.

44. Now therefore, both Accused unlawfully and intentionally, without the authority

of the National Director or such person designated by the National Director,

respectively, authorised the disclosure and disclosed the information and/or

content of the document referenced herein, which document was in the

possession of the NPA and obtained by it as the prosecuting authority.

45. At all material times Accused 2 aided and abetted the commission of the alleged

crime by Accused 1, rendering herself as an accomplice thereto.

46. As a result, the Private Prosecutor subsequently instructed his legal

representatives in October 2021 to seek the NPA to remove Accused 1 as the

prosecutor in his matter and subsequently laid a complaint with the President of

the Republic in relation to the conduct of Accused 1 and the NPA , inter alia, in

relation to the manner in which Accused 1 caused confidential information in

relation to the Private Prosecutor as disclosed to Accused 2, in violation of the

Private Prosecutor's fair trial rights and in failing to maintain the requisite

confidentially

47. The Private Prosecutor has, as a direct result of the conduct of the accused,

personally and individually suffered injury in that his right to confidentiality, dignity

and fair trial rights have been prejudiced.
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48. The Private Prosecutor also laid criminal charges as a direct result of the

disclosure of the confidential medical letter and/or the content thereof. In support

thereof the Public Prosecutor submitted an affidavit in which it was specifically

indicated that the charges were targetted at Accused 1 plus "any other person

49. In a letter dated 11 April 2022 the Private Prosecutor's legal representative

requested the NPA to provide it with a Nolle Prosequi certificate, which was only

forthcoming on or about 6 June 2022.

50. As evinced herein above, the Private Prosecutor has demonstrated that he has

a substantial and peculiar interest in the trial with reasonable prospects of a

successful prosecution in the trial.

51 On 5 September 2022, the Private Prosecutor paid into the Court the requisite

security in demonstration of the ability, willingness and readiness to prosecute

the charges to conclusion and without delay and in security of the costs the

Accused may incur in defence of the charges preferred against them,

52. The Private Prosecutor intends to call the witnesses indicated in the attached

Witness List in support of his case.



CASE NO;
PIETERMARITZBURG CAS 309/10/2021

Investigating Officer: Brigadier Mbhele

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

(KWAZULU-NATAL DIVISION, PIETERMARITZBURG)

In the matter of:

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKtSAZUMA

[Private Prosecutor]

in terms of section 7(1). read witli sections 9(1){a), 9(1)(b), 10(1) and 10(2) of Act No. 51 of 1977 (as
amended)]

versus

REG!STRAU1THEHJGH.£2!L- W"-LIAM JOHN DOWNER (Accusecl 1)
-'"'1<W52UUTNAT^:HTeHZCOURT--

FETERMARltZRURG

2022 -09- 0 5 CR3
RePUBJ..IC_qF Sp, UTH, A,FRJICA,,

and

2. KARYN MAUGHAN (Accused 2)

LIST OF WITNESSES IN TERMS OF SECTION 144(3)(a) OF ACT 51 OF 1977

His Excellency, President Jacob Gedleyihlekisa Zuma
Former President of the Republic of South Africa
Kwanxamala Residence

Nkandla

KwaZulu-Natal

His Excellency, President Matamela Cyril Ramaphosa
President of the Republic of South Africa
Union Buildings
Government Avenue

Pretoria



3. Ronald Lamola

Minister of Justice and Correctional Services
SALU Building
316 Thabo Sehume Street
Pretoria

4. Andrew Breitenbach SC

56 Keerom Street
Cape Town

5. Advocate Shamila Batohi
National Director of Public Prosecutions

National Prosecuting Authority
123 Westlake Avenue
Weavind Park

Silverton
Pretoria

6. Brigadier General (Dr. ) M. Z. Mdutywa
Area Military Health Formation
South African Military Health Service
Department of Defence
Pretoria

7. Dr. Zola Dabula
Surgeon-General
South African National Defence Force
Pretoria

8. Mr. Bethuel Mondli Thusini
BM Thusini Inc.

134 Mark Street
Vryheid

9. Mr Singabakho Nxumalo
Media Spokesperson
Department of Correctional Ser-vices
Pretoria

10. Commissioner K. Mthombeni
Acting Regional Commissioner
Department of Correctional Services
Pietermaritzburg
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KwaZulu-Natal

11 Ms. E. Griffin
Registrar to the Honourable Mr Justice P. Koen
KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Division of the High Court
301 Church Street
Pietermaritzburg

12. Ms. Nompumelelo Radebe
Estcourt Correctional Facility
Department of Correctional Services
Estcourt

13. Advocate Elaine Zungu
Director of Public Prosecutions

National Prosecuting Authority
286 Pietermaritz Street

Pietermaritzburg

14. Advocate Deneshree Naicker

Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions
National Prosecuting Authoirty
286 Pietermaritz Street

Pietermaritzburg

15. Mr. William (Witlie) Andrew Hofmeyr
Former Deputy National Director of Public Prosecutions
1/C of the Investigating Officer
Brigadier Mbhele

16. Mokotedi Mpshe SC
Former Acting National Director of Public Prosecutions
1/C of the Investigating Officer
Brigadier Mbhele

17 Mr. Lawrence Mushwana

Former Public Protector

1/C of the Investigating Officer
Brigadier Mbhele

18. Ambassador Thembisile Majola
Director-Generai

State Security Agency
Musanda Complex
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Delmas Road

Pretoria

19. Warrant Officer Phindile Nurse Manzini

Directorate for Priority Crimes Investigations
Pretoria

20. Advocate Jane Sarah Blomkamp
56 Keerom Street

Cape Town

21 Captain Jayson N. Naidoo
Community Service Centre
Durban Central Police Station

South African Police Service

Durban

22. Mr. Roy Tresco Horatio Hari:
118A High Street
Grahamstown

23. Mr. Daniel Joseph Witz
1st Floor, The Conservatory
13 Baker Street

Rosebank

Johannesburg
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CHRONOLOGY - THE FIRST ACCUSED'S STALINGRAD TACTIC

The applicants to obtain the encrypted fax

1 Mr Zuma's strategy of delay and investigation into his conduct was evident from

2003 during the criminal investigations from when one can clearly see that this was

a precursor to the strategy that he would implement into full swing in 2005 when his

criminal trial was set to begin.

2 On 30 August 2003 Mr Zuma launched an urgent application in the Pretoria High

Court under case number 24517/03 against the National Director of Public

Prosecutions ("NDPP"), the NPA and the Directorate of Special Operations ("DSO)

of the NPA for an order directing them to give him immediate access to the

handwritten French version of the encrypted fax. Despite the fact that the

respondents delivered answering papers and Mr Zuma replied, the matter was

never heard.

3 On 30 October 2003 Mr Zuma lodged a complaint with the Public Protector about

the manner in which the NPA had conducted the investigation into him. This

culminated in a report by the Public Protector on 28 May 2004, the findings of which

included that Mr Bulelani Ngcuka had unjustifiably infringed Mr Zuma's right to

dignity and acted unfairly and improperly in making the media statement on 23

August 2003 to the effect that Mr Zuma would not be prosecuted despite there being

a prima facie case against him.



The Zuma - Hulley search warrant applications

4 From 2005 onwards Mr Zuma's litigation strategy has been to delay and, if at all

possible, avoid, the commencement of the criminal trial against him under case

number CCD30/2018.

5 On 29 June 2005 Mr Zuma appeared for the first time in the Durban Magistrate's

Court and the case was postponed to 11 October 2005 for further investigation,

including a new forensic investigation and report.

6 On 11 August 2005 the DSO applied in terms of s 29 of the NPA Act for a series of

21 search warrants for various premises, including Mr Zuma's residences in Forest

Town and Killarney in Johannesburg, MrZuma's residence at Nkandla in KwaZulu-

Natal, Mr Zuma's former offices and those of his former secretaries and assistants

at the Union Buildings in Pretoria and Tuynhuys in Cape Town, the offices of the

Kwazulu-Natal Department of Economic Development and Tourism in Durban, the

office of Mr Zuma's attorney Mr Hulley in Durban, the office and residence of Mr

Zuma's attorney Ms Mahomed in Johannesburg, the business premises of Thomson

Holding and Thomson (Pty) and the residence of Mr Moynot.

7 On 12, 15 and 18 August 2005 the warrants were granted by the Judge President

Ngoepe of the Transvaal Provincial Division of the High Court.

8 On 10 October 2005 Mr Zuma and Mr Hulley brought an application in the Durban

High Court under case number 14116/05 for, amongst other things: the setting aside

of the seven search warrants for Zuma's residences and the offices of Hulley and



Associates and the return of all the items seized in the ensuing searches and

seizures on 18 August 2005 and any copies thereof.

9 On 11 October 2005 Mr Zuma appeared for the second time in the Durban

Magistrates' Court. The State applied for the matter to be transferred to the High

Court in terms of s 75 prior to the service of the indictment, but this was opposed by

the defence. The matter was eventually resolved by agreement.

10 On 15 February 2006 the Durban High Court (per Hurt J) granted the application

made by Mr Zuma and Mr Hulley on 5 October 2005 (case number 14116/05) for

the setting aside of five of the seven search warrants relating to them and ordered

the State to return all the evidence seized under them to Mr Zuma and Mr Hulley

(see Zuma and Another v NDPP and Others 2006 (1) SACR 468 (D)).

11 The State subsequently applied for leave to appeal and it was granted pursuant to

an overall agreement to expedite the hearing of the search-warrant related appeals

by the SCA.

12 The appeals concerning the searches during August 2005 of the premises of Mr

Zuma, Mr Hulley and the Thomson companies were argued on 28 and 29 August

2007. On 8 November 2007 the SCA handed down judgments in both matters

(National Director of Public Prosecutions and Others v Zuma and Another [2008] 1

All SA 197 (SCA) and Thint (Pty) Ltd v National Director of Public Prosecutions and

Others [2008] 1 All SA 229 (SCA)).

13 A further appeal to the Constitutional Court was dismissed on 31 July 2008.



14 These applications delayed the commencement of the trial by 34 months.

Opposition to the United Kingdom MLA application

15 On 23 December 2006, the NPA applied to the High Court, Pretoria, to issue letters

requesting mutual legal assistance ("MLA") from the United Kingdom, in terms of

section 2(2) of the ICCMA.

16 On 28 March 2007, the High Court, Pretoria, issued the MLA request to the United

Kingdom.

17 On 9 May 2007, Mr Zuma applied to the High Court for leave to intervene and for

the order dated 28 March 2007 to be set aside.

18 On 14 September 2007, the High Court (Van der Merwe J) dismissed Mr Zuma's

application to intervene. Mr Zuma filed an application for leave to appeal but he did

not set it down for hearing.

19 This application delayed the commencement of the trial by 9 months.

Opposition to the Mauritius MLA application

20 On 4 December 2006, the NPA applied to the High Court, Durban, to issue letters

requesting mutual legal assistance ('MLA') from Mauritius, in terms of section 2(2)

of the ICCMA. Mr Zuma opposed the application.

21 The Mauritius MLA application was argued on 22 and 23 March 2007 and on 2 April

2007 the Deputy Judge President of this Court, Levinsohn DJP, gave judgment

granting the Mauritius MLA application and issued the letter of request.



22 Mr Zuma and the Thomson companies applied for leave to appeal to the SCA

against the High Court judgment, in order to expedite the process, the State

consented to the granting of leave to appeal to the SCA.

23 The State also applied for leave to execute Levinsohn DJP's order pending the

determination of the appeal. Mr Zuma opposed the application.

24 On 5 June 2007 this Court (per Hugo J) granted the State leave to request the

relevant authorities in Mauritius to start the proceedings required to give effect to

the letter of request forthwith on conditions relating to the outcome of the SCA

appeal. (See National Director of Public Prosecutions v Zuma and Others 2008 (1)

SACR 243 (D)).

25 During the hearing before Hugo J on 29 May 2007, in response to a query from the

Court about Zuma's efforts to stop the retrieval of the documents from Mauritius,

Zuma's counsel, Adv Kemp J Kemp SC ('Kemp'), said the following: 'We think it is

important. This is not like a fight between two champ fighters. This is more like

Stalingrad. It's burning house to burning house. ' This was a frank acknowledgment

of Zuma's 'Stalingrad' defence strategy.

26 The appeal by Mr Zuma and the Thomson companies to the SCA in respect of the

Mauritius MLA request was heard on 21 September 2007 and dismissed on 8

November 2007 (see Zuma and Others v National Director of Public Prosecutions

[2008] 1 All SA 234 (SCA)).



27 On 28 November 2007 Mr Zuma, Mr Hulley and the Thomson companies applied to

the CC for leave to appeal against the SCA judgments of 8 November 2007 in the

search warrant and Mauritius MLA matters.

28 On 31 July 2008 the CC granted the applications by Mr Zuma and the Thomson

companies for leave to appeal against the SCA's judgments of 8 November 2007 in

the search warrant and Mauritius MLA matters but, save in respect of one paragraph

of the warrant for the search of Mr Hulley's offices which was declared unlawful and

severed from the rest of the warrant, dismissed their appeals in the search warrant

matters (see Thint (Pty) Ltd v National Director of Public Prosecutions and Others;

Zuma v National Director of Public Prosecutions and Others 2009 (1) SA 1 (CC) and

Thint Holdings (Southern Africa) (Pty) Ltd and Another v National Director of Public

Prosecutions; Zuma v National Director of Public Prosecutions 2009 (1) SA 141

(CC)) and the Mauritius MLA matters (see Thint Holdings (Southern Africa) (Pty) Ltd

and Another v National Director of Public Prosecutions; Zuma v National Director of

Public Prosecutions 2009 (1) SA 141 (CC)).

29 This application delayed the commencement of the trial by 19 months.

Mr Zuma's audi application

30 On 23 June 2008 Mr Zuma launched an application in this Court under case number

8652/08 asking it to overturn the decisions to prosecute him in 2005 and 2007

because they were taken without first affording him a hearing.



31 On 4 and 5 August 2008 Mr Zuma applied in this Court under case number 8652/08

to overturn the decisions to prosecute him in 2005 and 2007 because they were

taken without first affording him a hearing was heard by Nicholson J.

32 On 12 September 2008 Nicholson J upheld both Mr Zuma's causes of action and

declared the 2007 decision to prosecute him invalid (see Zuma v National Director

of Public Prosecutions [2009] 1 All SA 54 (N)).

33 With the leave of Nicholson J, the State appealed to the SCA, which heard the

appeal on an urgent basis on 28 November 2008.

34 On 12 January 2009 the SCA upheld the State's appeal and re-instated the

prosecution against Mr Zuma (see National Director of Public Prosecutions v Zuma

2009 (2) SA 277 (SCA)).

35 On about 23 January 2009 Mr Zuma applied to the CC for leave to appeal against

the SCA's decision of 12 January 2009.

36 These applications delayed the commencement of the trial by 7 months.

Mr Zuma's first representations

37 Following the SCA's decision of 12 January 2009, the criminal proceedings against

Mr Zuma and the Thomson companies were re-enrolled in this Court.

38 On 10 February 2009 Mr Zuma's legal representatives made written representations

to the NPA to discontinue his prosecution.



39 On 6 April 2009 the prosecution team was called to a meeting with the then NDPP

Mr Mpshe. At the start of the meeting Mr Mpshe announced his decision to withdraw

the charges against Mr Zuma due to what he believed was interference.

40 On 7 April 2009 the matter was re-enrolled in this Court and the charges against Mr

Zuma and the Thomson companies were withdrawn. Shortly thereafter, the warrant

for Mr Thetard's arrest was cancelled.

41 These applications delayed the commencement of the trial by about 2 months.

The DA Spy Tapes application

42 On 7 April 2009 the DA brought an application in the High Court in Pretoria, for an

order reviewing and setting aside Mr Mpshe's decision to discontinue the

prosecution. The NDPP and Mr Zuma opposed the application.

43 On 27 May 2009 the DA launched an interlocutory application in the High Court, in

terms of Uniform Rule 6(11), for an order directing the NPA to dispatch the record

of proceedings on which the decision to discontinue the prosecution was based,

excluding the representations by Mr Zuma and any documents based thereon. In

addition the DA also sought an order directing that the NPA specify, by written

notice, the documents or material excluded from the record.

44 The NPA opposed the DA's Rule 6(11) application.

45 The DA's Rule 6(11) application was heard in the Pretoria High by Mr Justice

Ranched on 9 June 2010, together with an application by two private parties, Mr



Richard Young ('Young') and CCII Systems (Pty) Ltd ('CCII'), who were seeking

leave to intervene as parties in the DA's application for judicial review of Mr Mpshe's

decision.

46 On 22 February 201 1 Ranchod J dismissed the DA's Rule 6(11) application and the

private parties' application (see Democratic Alliance v Acting National Director of

Public Prosecutions and Others (19577/09) [2011] ZAGPPHC 57 (22 February

2011)).

47 The DA, Young and CCII applied in the High Court for leave to appeal to the SCA,

which was granted.

48 That appeal was argued in the SCA on 15 February 2013. As in the High Court,

both the NPA and Zuma opposed the granting of the interlocutory relief sought by

DA, Young and CCII.

49 On 20 March 2012 the SCA (per Mr Justice Navsa JA) delivered its judgment,

upholding the appeal by the DA but dismissing the appeals by Young and CCII. (see

Democratic Alliance and Others v Acting National Director of Public Prosecutions

and Others 2012 (3) SA 486 (SCA)).

50 On 18 September 2012 the DA brought a second interlocutory application for an

order compelling the Acting NDPP to produce and lodge with the Registrar of the

High Court a record of the decision by Mr Mpshe to discontinue Mr Zuma's

prosecution.
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51 On 24 July 2013 the DA's application to compel was heard in the High Court in

Pretoria. The NPA abided the decision of the Court regarding the making available

of the electronic recordings and the transcripts, but opposed the granting of an order

that it produces the internal NPA memoranda etc. Mr Zuma opposed the DA's

application for both the recordings/transcripts and the internal NPA memoranda etc.

52 On 16 August 2013 the High Court (per Mr Justice Mathopo J) granted the DA's

application to compel (see Democratic Alliance v Acting National Director of Public

Prosecutions and Others [2013] 4 All SA 610 (GNP)). MrZuma applied for and was

granted leave to the SCA against the High Court's order in the DA's application to

compel.

53 On 15 August 2014 the SCA heard argument in MrZuma's appeal against the High

Court's order in the DA's application to compel.

54 On 28 August 20 14 the SCA (per Mr Justice Navsa ADP) handed down a judgment

dismissing Mr Zuma's appeal, but varying the High Court's order to provide that

retired Justice Hurt would determine the internal documents which reveal the

contents of Mr Zuma's representations (see Zuma v Democratic Alliance and Others

[2014]4AIISA35(SCA)).

55 On 29 April 2016 the High Court (per Mr Justice Ledwaba DJP and Justices

Pretorius and Mothle) upheld the DA's review application and granted an order

reviewing and setting aside Mr Mpshe's decision (see Democratic Alliance v Acting

National Director of Public Prosecutions and Others [2016] 3 All SA 78 (GP)).
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56 Mr Zuma and the NPA respondents applied to the High Court for leave to appeal,

but on 24 June 2016 the High Court dismissed the applications for leave to appeal

(see Acting National Director of Public Prosecutions and Others v Democratic

Alliance In Re: Democratic Alliance v Acting National Director of Public Prosecutions

and Others (19577/09) [2016] ZAGPPHC 489 (24 June 2016)).

57 The NPA respondents thereupon applied for leave to appeal directly to the CC, but

in October 2016 the CC refused to hear the application for leave to appeal, saying

it was not in the interests of justice to do so at that stage.

58 The NPA respondents consequently applied to the SCA for leave to appeal.

59 During the hearing in the SCA on 14 September 2017, after the judges had pointed

to indistinguishable CC authority that was against the NPA's argument based on

section 179(2) of the Constitution, its counsel conceded that Mr Mpshe's decision

was liable to be set aside on that ground alone.

60 The same concession was made by counsel for Mr Zuma, who added that Mr Zuma

had every intention in the future to continue to use such processes as are available

to him to resist prosecution including the making of representations in relation to the

discontinuation of the prosecution and, if the representations were not successful,

an application for a permanent stay of prosecution.

61 On 13 October 2017 the SCA handed down its judgment, which culminated in orders

granting the NPA's and Zuma's applications for leave to appeal a but dismissing the

appeals (see Zuma v Democratic Alliance and Others; Acting National Director of
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Public Prosecutions and Another v Democratic Alliance and Another 2018 (1) SA

200 (SCA)).

62 These applications delayed the commencement of the trial by 102 months.

Mr Zuma's second representations

63 On 11 October 2017 Mr Zuma's attorney, Mr Hulley, wrote to Mr Shaun Abrahams

the then incumbent NDPP requesting that Mr Zuma be afforded an opportunity to

make representations.

64 On 31 January 2018 Mr Hulley delivered Mr Zuma's representations, asking that the

prosecution be stopped.

65 On 6 March 201 8 the Council for the Advancement of the South Afican Constitution

("CASAC") brought an urgent application in the CC for an order interdicting Mr

Abrahams from announcing his decision. Mr Abrahams opposed the application.

66 On 14 March 2018 the CC dismissed CASAC's urgent application.

67 On 16 March 201 8 Mr Abrahams wrote to Mr Hulley informing him of his decision to

reject Zuma's representations and to re-institute the criminal proceedings against

the Thomson companies.

68 These applications delayed the commencement of the trial by 5 months.
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Mr Zuma's application for a stay of prosecution

69 Shortly after Mr Abrahams' decision on 16 March 2018, the indictment was finalised,

signed (by me) and served on Mr Zuma and Thales South Africa along with a

summons that they appear in the High Court in Durban on 6 April 2018, which they

duly did.

70 The matter was provisionally postponed to 8 June 2008 because Mr Zuma's legal

team had indicated they intended bringing a review application and intended having

it ready by that date.

71 On 8 June 2018, upon the accused's second appearance, the matter was

provisionally postponed to 27 July 2018 to permit the State to consider and respond

to the representations from Thales South Africa and because Mr Zuma's legal

representatives again indicated they required time to prepare a review application.

72 On 27 June 2018 Mr Driman attorney for Thales South Africa submitted brief

supplementary representations to me.

73 On 25 July 2018 Mr Abrahams consequently wrote to Mr Driman informing him of

his decision to reject the representations.

74 On 27 July 2018, at Mr Zuma's and Thales South Africa's third appearance, the

matter was, inter alia, provisionally postponed until 30 November 2018 and,

following their indication that they intended applying for permanent stays of the

prosecution, they were directed to submit their applications by 16 November 2018.
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75 On 15 November 2018 Mr Zuma and Thales South Africa brought the applications

for stay of their prosecutions.

76 On 30 November 2018 Mr Zuma and Thales sought and were granted a

postponement. The applications were heard on 20 May 2019.

77 The applications for permanent stays of prosecution were heard together by a Full

Court (comprising Mnguni, Steyn and Poyo Dlwati JJ), which delivered a judgment

on 11 October 2019 culminating in orders dismissing both applications with costs (S

v Zuma and Another; Thales South Africa (Pty) Limited v KwaZulu-Natal Director of

Public Prosecutions and Others [2019] 4 All SA 845 (KZD)).

78 On 15 October 2019 Mr Zuma and Thales sought and were granted a postponement

in order to afford them an opportunity to bring their respective applications for leave

to appeal.

79 On 1 November 2019, Mr Zuma instituted an application to this Court for leave to

appeal to the SCA.

80 On 29 November 2019 this Court (per Mnguni, Steyn and Poyo Dlwati JJ) dismissed

the application with costs.

81 On 23 December 2019 Mr Zuma's instituted an application for leave to appeal to the

SCA.

82 On 4 February 2020 Mr Zuma and Thales sought and were granted a postponement

to allow for judgment in the pending applications for leave to appeal.
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83 On 10 March 2020 the SCA (per Petse DP and Flasket JA) dismissed the

applications for leave to appeal.

84 On 26 March 2020 Mr Zuma's instituted an application for leave to appeal to the CC.

85 On 21 April 2020 the State and Mr Zuma agreed that Mr Zuma withdraws the

application to the CC.

86 These applications delayed the commencement of the trial by 24 months.

Mr Zuma's application to remove Downer from the prosecution

87 On 17 May 2021 Mr Zuma raised a special plea in terms of section 106(1)(h) and

106(4) of the CPA and filed an affidavit in support of his plea explanation. The Court

excused the first State witness Minister Ms de Lille had flown from Cape Town for

the trial, attended court and the court was obliged to excuse her. The State had to

inform Mr Feinstein to cancel his flight to the RSA from London that had already

been booked and paid for.

88 On 26 May 2021 the matter was postponed allowing further papers to be filed on

the special plea.

89 On 19 July 2021, Mr Zuma was granted a postponement of the argument.

90 On 10 August 2021 the State's made partial arguments on the special pleas raised

by Mr Zuma. The argument which was set down for 3 days was postponed at Mr

Zuma's request due to his hospitalisation for further argument on special plea and

enquiry regarding MrZuma's absence.
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91 On 9 September 2021 , Mr Zuma was granted another postponement.

92 The special plea was finally heard on 21 to 22 September 2021.

93 On 26 October 2021 this Court (per Koen J) dismissed the special plea with costs.

94 On 10 November 2021 Mr Zuma instituted an application to the High Court for leave

to appeal.

95 On 14 November 2021 Mr Zuma declined the State's and the High Court's proposal

to hear the application for leave to appeal soonest by agreement, in the absence of

Mr Zuma and at a virtual hearing and proposed the first week of February 2022.

96 On 21 November 2021 Mr Zuma declined the High Court's proposal to hear the

application virtually before the end of the court term in 2021 and proposed a date

after 28 January 2022.

97 On 31 January 2022 the Court heard Mr Zuma's application for leave to appeal to

the SCA.

98 The application for leave to appeal was dismissed on 6 February 2022 and Koen J

set the next trial date of 11 April 2022.

99 On 9 March 2022, Mr Zuma petitioned the SCA for leave to appeal.

100 On 13 March 2022, Mr Zuma made an application to postpone the trial on 1 1 April

2022. This application caused terrible inconvenience to the commencement of the

trial. On 1 March 2022 the Prosecutors, investigating officers and forensic
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accountants had relocated to Pietermaritzburg to finalise trial preparation for the

hearing on 11 April 2022, including summonsing and consulting with witnesses.

101 On 28 March 2022, the SCA (per Zondi and Nicholls JJA) dismissed the petition for

leave to appeal.

102 On 6 April 2022, Mr Zuma issued an application to the President of the SCA for

reconsideration in terms of section 17(2)(f) of the Superior Courts Act.

103 On 11 April 2022 on the date on which the trial was due to commence, Mr Zuma

failed to appear. His team sought a postponement on account of Mr Zuma's ill

health. This Court (per Koen, J) ordered argument to proceed in MrZuma's absence,

with the agreement of counsel for Mr Zuma. Mr Zuma was granted a postponement.

Again, State witnesses who had been booked and ready to give evidence were

informed to cancel their flights.

104 On 17 May 2022, Mr Zuma was granted a further postponement on the basis that

the President of the SCA had not yet finalised MrZuma's section 17(2(f) application.

105 On 20 May 2022, the President of the SCA (Maya, P) dismissed Mr Zuma's section

17(2(f) application.

106 On 10 June 2022, Mr Zuma issued an application to the CC for leave to appeal the

order in the special plea.

107 On 1 August 2022, Mr Zuma was granted a postponement on the basis that the

Constitutional Court had not yet finalised Mr Zuma's application for leave to appeal.
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108 On 3 September 2022, the Constitutional Court dismissed the application.

109 The next holding date set for the criminal trial to commence is 17 October 2022,

pending the Constitutional Court order in Mr Zuma's application for leave to appeal.

110 Koen J reserved 31 October 2022 as the next trial date in the event that a CC order

dismissing the application is handed down before 17 October 2022, as it now has

been on 23 September 2022.

111 These applications delayed the commencement of the trial by 17 months.

Conclusion

112 Total duration - 30 August 2003 to at least 31 October 2022, that is, 229 months (19

years).
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

KWAZULU-NATAL DIVISION, PIETERMARITZBURG

Case no: CCD30/2018

In the matter between:

THE STATE

and

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISAZUMA

THALES SOUTH AFICA (PPT) LTD

FIRST ACCUSED

SECOND ACCUSED

JUDGMENT IN RESPECT OF THE FIRST ACCUSED'S PLEA IN RESPECT OF

SECTION 106(1)^ AND 106(4) OF THE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE ACT, 1977

Koen J

Introduction

[1] The first accused, Mr Jacob Gedleyihlekisa Zuma (Mr Zuma), and the second

accused, Thales South Africa (Pty) Ltd (Thales), face various charges, as set out in the

indictment. 1 They have both pleaded not guilty to all the charges. In addition, Mr Zuma

1 The criminal trial commenced on 17 May 2021. The former legal representatives of Mr Zuma, Mabuza
Attorneys, formally requested leave to withdraw as his legal representatives. Mr Masuku SC, with him Mr
Buthelezi and Mr Xulu instructed by B. M. Thusini Incorporated appeared as Mr Zuma's new legal
representatives. They placed on record that Mr Zuma was ready to proceed with the trial. In the light of that
recordal, the withdrawal of Mabuza Attorneys would not cause a hiatus and hence any interruption in the
trial proceedings that could prejudice either Mr Zuma, or Thales, or the prosecution. Leave to withdraw as
Mr Zuma's attorneys was accordingly granted to Mabuza Attorneys. The trial thereafter commenced with
the State being represented by Mr Downer SC, Mr Du Plooy and Mr Singh, Mr Zuma being represented as
aforesaid, and Thales being represented by Mr Roux SC and Ms Jackson.
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spy tapes matter, filed by the State Attorney representing the NPA, disagreeing with the

stance taken by his superiors.

[229] There is no evidence that Mr Downer was in possession of any evidence, to justify

laying any charges against his superiors. He says that much in the answering affidavit,

and any suggestion to the contrary is based on mere suspicion or speculation. There is

also no evidence that he occupied an administrative position where that would have been

required of him. During argument, Mr Masuku submitted that Mr Downer should have

used 'the internal process' to object to the conduct of his superiors. But that allegation

was never made in the affidavits, and it is not known what this internal process would

have entailed, or whether it was even available to Mr Downer. Consequently, it was not

dealt with in answer, and cannot be relied on.

[230] On the evidence before me Mr Downer played no role in, and had no knowledge

of, the alleged political interference. He can accordingly not be an 'essential witness' in

the allegations of political interference, and is not on that basis excluded from prosecuting

in this trial.

Mr Downer's alleged leaks to the media.

[231] Mr Zuma complains that information regarding his prosecution was leaked by the

NPA to the media, specifically, that Mr Downer disclosed information to a journalist, Mr
Sam Sole of the Mail & Guardian.

[232] Mr Downer does not dispute that there have been leaks from within the NPA, but

denies that he was involved in such leaks and denies that these were part of a concerted

NPA strategy employed in the prosecution of Mr Zuma. Instead, he said, while Mr Zuma

was Deputy President, the NPA went to 'extraordinary measures' to keep the fact of his

prosecution confidential.

[233] Insofar as Mr Zuma seeks to impute the leaking of confidential information about

the investigation and prosecution to Mr Sole, to Mr Downer specifically, the allegations
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(7) Any person who contravenes subsection (6) shall be guilty of an offence and liable on

conviction to a fine or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding 15 years or to both such fine

and such imprisonment' (emphasis in the original)

[240] As the complaint was only made in argument and then in reply. Mr Downer did not

have an opportunity to respond thereto. I accordingly also did not have the benefit of the

issue having been dealt with fully in argument. In those circumstances I consider that it

will be improper to consider the request for any such a referral further in this judgment.

Apart from that procedural difficulty, I have doubt whether the wide terms of s 41(6) are

necessarily constitutional and/or would necessarily find application on the facts of this

matter. Prima facie, it would not, in my view, be unlawful for a prosecutor to deal with

enquiries from the press, to ensure that the public is properly informed of the work of the

NPA and the progress in investigations, which inevitably might result in the disclosure of

information which came to his or her knowledge in the performance of his or her functions

in terms of the NPA Act, or any other law. I would have thought that s 41 (6) would not, for

example, prohibit a member of the NPA, in response to enquiries from a journalist, to

confirm or deny that a particular suspect might or might not be formally indicted on

particular charges, or that assistance regarding a particular investigation in another

jurisdiction, was being pursued. But these are simply ruminations without the benefit of

having heard considered argument. If it is believed that the provisions of s 41(6) outlaws

such conduct, then a formal charge in that regard can be pursued, where the proper

application of s 41(6) can be fully ventilated and its proper interpretation determined.

Mr Downer's insistence that Mr Zuma be prosecuted

[241] Mr Zuma alleges that Mr Downer has pursued his prosecution with 'unrestrained

gusto' to ensure that he is convicted 'at all costs', and that Mr Downer's '20 year-long

commitment to this case is now an obsession for a legacy and not a pursuit of justice'

This is a conclusion, a matter of opinion, rather than fact.

[242] In answer, Mr Downer referred to documents prepared by him as part of the

prosecution team, addressed to the various National Directors of Public Prosecutions,
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tapes case, rejected Mr Zuma's further representations and concluded that 'there are

reasonable prospects of a successful prosecution of MrZuma on the charges listed in the
indictment, served on Mr Zuma prior to the termination of the matter by Adv Mpshe SC'

[245] Mr Zuma has not been prosecuted because Mr Downer is insistent on prosecuting
him but because the NDPP, obedient to the judgement of the SCA in the spy tapes case,
decided that his prosecution must continue. The full court thereafter also rejected his
application for a permanent stay of prosecution.

The leaking of confidential medical information

[246] The medical information referred to is that contained in the letter from Brigadier
General (Dr) M.Z. Mdutywa, General Officer Commanding Area Military Health
Formation, dated 8 August 2021 and carries an official stamp dated 8 August 2021,
addressed to the 'Head of the Centre, Estcourt Correctional Centre, Department of
Correctional Services, Estcourt', referred to above. The letter recorded, inter alia, that
'[o]n 28 November 2020, the President was put under active care and support after he
suffered a traumatic injury', that he 'needed an extensive emergency procedure that has
been delayed for 18 months due to compounding legal matters and recent incarceration

and cannot be delayed any further as it carries a significant risk to his life' and that the
'minimum proposed period of care is six months.'

[247] On 10 August 2021 an application was launched, carrying the date stamp of the
Registrar, to give effect to my directive, quoted in paragraph 33 above, which required
that the application for an adjournment of the proceedings was required to be 'supported
by an affidavit by a medical practitioner treating Mr Zuma. ' In the application Mr Zuma
sought an order that, The trial and all other related proceedings between the State and

Jacob Gedhleyihlekisa Zuma and Thales Africa (Pty) Ltd are adjourned in terms of
Section 168 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 to a date agreed upon by the parties
or determined by this Honourable Court. ' The application was supported by an affidavit
by Mr Thusini, duly authorised thereto by Mr Zuma, to which the letter from Brigadier
General (Dr) Mdutywa was annexed, and was supported by a confirmatory affidavi of
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Brigadier General (Dr) Mdutywa. This confirmatory affidavit was in the usual terms that
he had read the affidavit of Mr Thusini and confirmed that the contents thereof were
correct in so far as they related to him. Mr Downer also filed an affidavit headed The
States Affidavit regarding the Postponement of the Proceedings on 10 August 2021', to
which the letter from Brigadier General (Dr) Mdutywa was also attached. The medical
condition of Mr Zuma accordingly was a material issue on 10 August 2021, and will remain
one should Mr Zuma not be able to attend further proceedings due to his physical
condition.

[248] An adjournment of the proceedings, which were due to commence on 10 August
2021, had effectively forced on the parties by the contents of Brigadier General (Dr)
Mduywa's letter. As indicated earlier in this judgment, on 10 August 2021 I granted an
order postponing the matter to 9 and 10 September 2021, directed that the medical report
in respect of Mr Zuma be delivered by not later than 20 August 2021, and ordered that
the State may appoint a medical practitioner of its choice to examine Mr Zuma. and if
necessary to give evidence, as to his fitness to attend court and stand trial.

[249] Paragraph 3 of that order did not expressly refer to the authority for such an order.
The statutory provision that applies is s 37(3)^ of the CPA which provides that:
'(3) Any court before which criminal proceedings are pending may -
(a)...
(b) order that the steps, including the taking of a blood sample, be taken which such court

may deem necessary in order to ascertain the state of health of any accused at such
proceedings'

[250] On 7 September 2021 Mr Zuma filed a supplementary evidence affidavit seeking
an order that 'at the hearing of this matter on a date to be directed by the Honourable
Court, the First Accused intends to apply for an order granting leave to admit into evidence
the First Accused's supplementary affidavit filed in terms of section 115 of the Criminal
Procedure Act 51 of 1977 ("the CPA") in so far as it relates to the additional plea brought
in terms of section 106 (1) (h) read with section 1 06 (4) of the CPA.'
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[251] The affidavit of Mr Thusini, filed in support of the supplementary evidence

application, raises that Mr Downer, in the previous application for the postponement of

the proceedings on 10 August 2021:

' . . strangely filed an unsolicited affidavit even prior to us filing our postponement application in

which he disclosed and annexed the confidential medical report in respect of Mr Zuma. While

preparing our application (that was the postponement of the proceedings on 10 August 2021), an

inquiry was made by a journalist who appeared to have a source in the NPA on matters involving

Mr Zuma, who broke the story of the medical report/letter and to our utter surprise and shock,

referred to its contents in such a way that it was abundantly clear that the journalist had read or

had been advised of the contents thereof. This was despite serious pleas made by Mr Zuma's

legal representatives to the NPA's legal representatives to treat the report or letter with the

strictest confidentiality. The medical report/letter is incidentally similar to the one which was

rejected by Judge Pillay . ..'

[252] In answer to the supplementary evidence affidavit of Mr Thusini, Mr Downer

explained that on Friday 6 August 2021 the Head of the Estcourt Correctional Centre, Ms

Radebe, sent a WhatsApp message to Ms Naicker of the NPA recording that Mr Zuma

had been 'emergency referred to outside hospital due to his medical condition last night.'

Ms Naicker thereupon enquired from Ms Radebe whether she was able to give any

indication as to whether Mr Zuma would be brought to court as per the requisition for his

attendance on 10 August 2021. Ms Radebe's response was that she was awaiting

documents with that information. On the same day, the Department of Correctional

Services issued a media release stating that Mr Zuma had been admitted to a hospital

outside the prison for medical observation by the South African Military Health Services.

On Saturday, 7 August 2021 Ms Naicker was contacted by a Mr Kenneth Mthombeni,

who introduced himself as the Acting Regional Commissioner of Correctional Services.

He indicated, regarding the requisition for Mr Zuma, as subsequently confirmed by her in

a WhatsApp message, that Mr Zuma would not be brought to court as he was hospitalised

in Pretoria.

[253] Mr Downer explains that on Sunday 8 August 2021 at 14h24 Ms Naicker, the

Director of Public Prosecutions, KZN (Ms Zungu) and Mr Downer received an email from
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Ms Radebe, the officer in charge of the Estcourt Correctional Centre, to which the letter

addressed to her earlier that day by Brigadier General (Dr) MZ Mdutywa, being the letter

referred to above, was attached. The State was not satisfied with the vague generalities

in the letter regarding Mr Zuma's 'condition', the 'extensive emergency procedure' and

the 'minimum proposed care of six months.'

[254] Lead counsel for the State, Mr Trengove SC contacted Mr Mpofu regarding the

postponement of the proceedings of 10 August 2021. The final terms thereof were finally

agreed during subsequent exchanges extending, it seems, to Monday, 9 August 2021,a

public holiday. Mr Downer addressed an email to my Registrar advising me that following

the hospitalisation of Mr Zuma late the previous week, the State and the legal

representatives of Mr Zuma had been separately informed by the Department of

Correctional Services and Military Health Services that he remained admitted in an

outside health facility. This email also recorded that Mr Downer was 'busy making an

affidavit that explains the sequence of events that have led to this approach for a new

directive.'

[255] At 11 h46 on 9 August 20201 1 h46 Mr Downer sent a second email to my Registrar,

copied to Mr Thusini, to which he attached an unsigned copy of the affidavit he said he

would provide, including the annexures thereto which included the letter.

[256] Mr Downer's answering affidavit, to the supplementary evidence affidavit of Mr

Thusini explains that:

'41. Later that afternoon (9 August 2021), around 16h45, a journalist, Ms Karyn Maughan of

Newsweek 24, requested from one of the State's counsel, Adv Breitenbach SC, copies of any

court papers pertaining to the proceedings the following day. Adv Breitenbach sent a copy of

Justice Koen's letter (i.e. annexure AA 20) and the unsigned copy of my affidavit, the annexures

thereto and the unsigned copy of Adv Naicker's affidavit. (i. e. annexure AA19). The unsigned

affidavits were sent to her on condition that she not publish anything based on them or their

annexures before the signed affidavits were filed with this Honourable Court. In response to a

request, Adv Breitenbach SC also agreed to forward to her any papers which may be delivered

on behalf of the accused.
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42. That evening (9 August 2021), at 21h08, Mr Thusini emailed to Justice Koen's Registrar, to

me and to the second accused's attorneys, an application by the first accused for the

postponement on 10 August 2021 of the trial and all other related proceedings between the State

and the accused to a date to be agreed by the parties or determined by Honourable Court. The

application was supported by affidavits made by Mr Thusini and Brig Gen Mdutywa. The

annexures to Mr Thusini's affidavit included (as annexure FA2) a copy of Brig Gen Mdutywa's

letter to Ms Radebe of 8 August 2021, i.e. annexure AA 14 hereto .. .

43. On Monday (Tuesday), 10 August 2021, at about 07h30, Adv Breitenbach SC sent to Ms

Maughan the first accused's postponement application (annexure AA 22). In response to a

request that we inform her once my and Ms Naicker's signed and commissioned affidavits had

been filed, around OShOO Adv Breitenbach, after checking with me, told her they would be filed

shortly.

44. To the best of my knowledge, the first media article based on my affidavit of 9 August 2021

(annexure AA 19) and on the first accused postponement application (annexure AA 22) was the

one published by Ms Maughanon News 24 later that morning (10 August 2021).. . As is apparent,

it includes excerpts from Brig Gen Mdutywa's letter to Ms Radebe of 8 August 2021 (annexure

AA14).'

[257] In reply to Mr Downer's allegations above, Mr Thusini in his replying affidavit stated

that:

'In the context of the issues which are pertinent to these proceedings the mere fact that it turns

out that it was the one member of the current prosecuting team namely, Adv Breitenbach SC and

not directly Adv Downer SC who executed the leak, is neither here nor there. There is no solid

line between the misconduct of Adv Downer SC which is the principal focus of the section 106 (1)

(h) inquiry and the misconduct of the NPA itself, which is the focus of the section 106 (4).'

[258] The ambit of the complaint raised by Mr Zuma was then widened to also question

'the appointment and involvement of the two counsel who are in private practice namely

Adv Trengove SC and Breitenbach SC who represent the State', presumably on a basis

similar to the objection taken to the counsel for the State in Porritt. This is an issue that

had not been raised before, to which there has been no opportunity to respond, and which

accordingly will not be considered in this judgment.
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[259] The signed application for a postponement, and the affidavits thereto and the

signed affidavit of Mr Downer relating to the adjournment, were filed with the court on the

morning of 10 August 2021. The chronological sequence of the events culminating in that
application has assumed significance.

[260] Mr Thusini's affidavit in the application for postponement was commissioned ex

facie that document before a practicing attorney in Vryheid on 9 August 2021. The

confirmatory affidavit of Brigadier General (Dr) Mdutywa, confirming the contents of the

affidavit of Mr Thusini to which Brigadier General (Dr) Mdutywa's letter of 8 August 2021

was annexed, was attested, ex facie that affidavit, before a Commissioner of Oaths with

the military police, on 8 August 2021. The official stamp of the Military Police, also reflects

the date of attestation as '08-08-2021'. Mr Thusini's affidavit did not however exist in

commissioned form on 8 August 2021

[261] There has been no suggestion that Brigadier General (Dr) Mdutywa on 8 August

2021 was confirming the contents of an 'affidavit' other than the, at that stage, still

unsigned affidavit of Mr Thusini, which was signed and attested the next day on 9 August
2021. As a Brigadier General in the South African National Defence Force he would. I

assume, not sign a confirmatory affidavit confirming the contents of a non-existent

affidavit, but would have intended to refer to the 'affidavit' (presumably the unsigned draft)

of Mr Thusini, although not truly yet an affidavit, on 8 August 2021. There would be no,

or little, purpose in Brigadier General (Dr) Mdutywa confirming the 'affidavit' of Mr Thusini

other than for the medical aspects it contains, or would contain, including his letter of 8

August 2021.

[262] Mr Mpofu suggested from the bar that the date of attestation of the affidavit of

Brigadier General (Dr) Mdutywa, was simply an 'error. ' I am, with respect, unable to, and

cannot on what is before me, accept that there was simply an error. The date of the 8th of

August 2021 was inserted on Brigadier General (Dr) Mdutywa's affidavit twice: once in

manuscript and then also in the form of the official date stamp of the military police.
Brigadier General (Dr) Mdutywa would also, no doubt, have verified that his affidavit was
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completed correctly before transmitting it to Mr Thusini for filing. The Monday, 9 August
2021, was a public holiday. The affidavits were subsequently filed with the court as the

official affidavits in support of the application for a postponement of the hearing on 10
August 2021.

[263] The significance of this sequence lies not so much in Brigadier General (Dr)
Mdutywa confirming the 'affidavit' of Mr Thusini when it was still only in draft form, but in
him confirming the correctness of his medical report/letter which would form an annexure

to the affidavit of Mr Thusini which was yet to be signed, on 8 August 2021, for it to be

filed in court. The only inference is that the intention, at that point, was that the letter of 8

August 2021 would form part of the application for a postponement, pursuant to the terms

of my directive, which would mean that it would become public when filed. 133 That would

be inconsistent with the protestations that the letter was a confidential document, of which

the confidentiality, if it in fact was confidential in the first place, was not waived.

[264] The letter had furthermore been disclosed to Mr Downer, Ms Naicker and the DPP

of KZN, without any specific restrictions as regards confidentiality, by the Head of the
Correctional Centre at Estcourt on 8 August 2021. The letter did not contain anything
significantly confidential. On Mr Zuma's version, it was similar to a report previously
produced before Judge D Pillay, which had been found to be lacking in particularity, and
had culminated in a warrant for Mr Zuma's arrest being authorised by her. The
circumstances relating to that event were obviously not dealt with as the allegation was

only made in reply. Presumably, if the warrant was authorised unlawfully or improperly by
Judge Pillay, being based on confidential information, then proceedings would have been
launched to have it set aside. I could find no such application in the court file.

[265] The letter of Brigadier General (Dr) Mdutywa is vague and general in its terms and

does not disclose any particularity, which could be said to amount to a violation of Mr

Zuma's rights his rights to privacy. Specifically, it does not mention the medical condition

133 Per Ppnnan JA in City of Cape Town v South African National Roads Authority Limited and others
ZASCA 58; 2015 (3) SA 386 (SCA); [2015] 2 All SA 517 (SCA).
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Mr Zuma suffers from. Mr Mpofu however submitted that it was unacceptable, in the spirit

of uBuntu, for Mr Zuma's relatives to hear from press reports, and not from Mr Zuma

personally, that he was suffering from a life threatening illness. The letter presumably

would not record a diagnosis which the doctors had not shared with Mr Zuma previously,

and which he could have shared with his family even before the letter was issued to the

Department of Correctional Services. The doctors would not convey information regarding

Mr Zuma's medical condition to the Department of Correctional Services without his

authority, and, at least them having advised him of the details of his state of health, which

were then recorded in the letter.

[266] Finally, the right to privacy, like most fundamental rights, except the right to life, is

not an absolute right and is subject to limitations, having regard to what is reasonable and

justifiable in an open and democratic society, based on human dignity, equality and

freedom. 134 Competing rights and interests must also be considered. In the present

enquiry, it is not only Mr Zuma's right to privacy that is at stake. As has been remarked

earlier in this judgment, the constitutional court has held that fairness is not a one-way

street. There are also the rights of members of the public, the proper administration of

justice and the interests of justice generally, which must be considered in a prosecution

where the medical condition of the accused is made an issue. These are all

considerations, which a court will still have to consider once fully ventilated and after all

medical reports relating to Mr Zuma's treatment, medical parole, and the like, have been

produced, should the medical condition of Mr Zuma be or remain a material issue for

determination in further legal proceedings. I am not persuaded that the disclosure of the

contents of the letter constituted an actionable violation of Mr Zuma's rights.

[267] In the alternative, if it did, then Mr Zuma would have remedies he might pursue. In

the context of the prosecution and Mr Downer's title to prosecute, it might, at best, amount

to an irregularity. It bears repeating, as held in Shaik and Others v /VDPP, 135 that while

134 Section 36 of the Constitution. See generally in regard to the right to privacy, Bernstein and others v
BesterNNO and others 1996 (2) SA 751 (CC), 1996 (4) BCLR 449 (CC).
135 2008 (1) SACR 1 (CC) para 44.
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some irregularities may result in a failure of justice and an unfair trial, not every irregularity

has that effect. The question is therefore, even assuming that it amounted to an

irregularity, whether it was of the kind to render the trial unfair. I am not persuaded, on

the evidence that has been placed before me, that it has affected the merits of the

prosecution, and that Mr Downer has therefore been deprived of the title to prosecute

and/or that he should be removed as a prosecutor. The merits of the prosecution stand

apart from the events concerning Mr Zuma's medical condition.

[268] The request for a referral pursuant to s 41 (6) of the NPA Act has been dealt with

earlier. 136 That brings me to the final ground relied upon.

The unlawful attempted physical examination of Mr Zuma.

[269] The allegations by Mr Zuma in this regard proceed from an interpretation of the

order granted by me on 10 August 2021. It relies particularly on some of the exchanges

between counsel and myself in court before the order was granted and alleges that Mr

Zuma was visited in breach thereof.

[270] The order envisaged that the medical report would be produced on 20 August

2021 Following the grant of that order Mr Thusini wrote to Mr Downer stating that should

that be impossible, communication to the NPA would be made; that following

consultations on 19 August 2021 and

'unforeseen major developments pertaining to Mr Zuma's health, as well as a recent procedure

performed on him publicly announced by the Department of Correctional Services, it might not be

possible to deliver the report within the scheduled period, and that if necessary, these delays will
be explained in greater detail to the court during oral evidence.'

The letter concluded that the 'current indication' is that the report will be ready on or before

27 August 2021

[271] Mr Downer responded on behalf of the State stating that the State did not accept

the failure to comply with paragraph 2 of the court order, nor the reasons provided

136 Para 238 to 240 above.
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106(1)(/?) of the CPA, that does not deprive Mr Downer of the title to prosecute. In the

alternative, and adopting a wider interpretation of the words 'title to prosecute', I am still

not persuaded that Mr Downer lacks the title to prosecute or should be removed as

prosecutor. On the evidence before me it has not been shown that Mr Zuma's rights to a

constitutionally fair trial have been impaired, or that there is a real possibility that his rights
will be impaired.

Order

[287] The following order is granted:

1. The special plea is dismissed.

2. The matter is directed to proceed to trial in respect of the not guilty pleas of Mr
Zuma and Thales.

3. Paragraph 3 of the court order of 10 August 2021, as now clarified in paragraph
284 above, stands.

KOENJ

26 October 2021
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AT THE PIETERMARITZBURG POLICE STATION

In tfie matter between

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISAZUIWA

and

WILLIAM DOWNER SC

Complainant

AcNJsed No 1

SWORN STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

1, the undersigned

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISAZUMA

do hereby make oath and state that

1. I am a major male person, the former president of the Republic of

South Africa, residing at KwaNxamaiala residence, Nkandla, KwaZulu-

Natal.

2. The facts deposed to in this affidavit are, save where it is stated or

where the context indicates the contrary, within my personal

knowledge and to. my belief tme and correct.



3. I am an accused person in the matter of the State v Zuma and Another

which is enrolled in the Pietermarlteburg High Court under case

number CCD 30/2018. In the course of my case being argued before

the High Court, it became clear to me that there Is evidence that

criminal conduct has taken place in an attempt to manipulate my

investigation and prosecution for unlawful purposes.

3.1. In a detailed affidavit deposed to on behalf of the NPA, by Mr

Hofmeyr, the Deputy National Director of Prosecuting

Authority, friere is e^dence that in the course of the

investigation and of my proseuib'on under case number CCD

30/2018 information was given or crudely put, leaked to people

who had nothing to do with the case or the investigation In

contravention of the law. I attach a copy of the affidavit of

Hofmeyr which details the evidence of criminality involved in

the investigation and prosecution of my case as annexure "A".

3.2. It is clear that there has been. criminal interference in tfie

investigation by persons not authorised to conduct such

investigations which include criminal involvement of foreign

spies and illegal surveillance.

3.3. Former prosecutors, currently serving prosecutors, former

investigators and current investigators are reported on oath by

Mr Hofmeyr to have engaged in various conducts which when

carefully considered amount to contravention of the National

Prosecuting Authority Act, 32 of 1998 ("the NPA Act").



4. I am advised that:

4. 1, section 41 (6) of the NPA Act provides that:

"notwithstanding any other law, no person shall

without tf»e pennlsslon of the National Director or

a person authorised In witting by the National
Dirwtor disclose to any.other person:

a. any Information which came to /»/s or her

knowledge fn the pwfdnnance of his or her

functions in terms of this Act or any other law;

b. the contents of any bwk or document or any

otter Item In the possession of (he prosecuting

authority; or

c. the record of any evidence given at an

investtgatlon as contemplated in soction 28."

4.2. section 41 (7) of the NPA Act provides that:

"Any person who contravenes subsection (6) shall
be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to

a fine or Imprisonment for a period not exceeding

15 years W to both such fine and such
imprisonment."

I Hrst became aware of these contraventions of the National

Prosecuting Authority Act after various reports were prepared and

produced by at-4east two independent investigations. The first being

an investigation of the Joint Standing Committee on Intelligence on the

so-called Browse Mole and the report of an investigation by a Judicial

Commission of Inquiry headed by Justice Khampepe. Copies of both

5.

^



documents, which are bulky, will be provided to the investigating team

If so required.

This criminal interference in my case has not been Investigated or

reported by any law enforcement agency. Consistent with the pattern

of leaks and criminal interference in the recent past, I learnt during the

court proceedings in Ptetermaritsburg that the Advocate Downer SC

breached the aforementioned provision when he unlawfully handed a

medical report involving me in an affidavit leaked to a Journalist, Kacyn
^.^

Maughan. 1 attach a copy of the affidavit as "B". Advocate Downer

authorised the leakln , of sensitive and private Information obtained in

the course and~scope of his employment in breach of the

aforementioned provision of the NPA Act. I understand that giving or

leaking information that is obtained In the course and scope of work is

a criminal offence under the NPA Act punishable by a severe

sentence.

7. I therefore report and seek that a criminal case be opened and

investigated by the police and law enforcement officers in^nelation to

the conduct of Advocate WJ Downer 8C, a Senior Deputy Director of

Public Prosecutions Jn the NPA. I wish to extend my.._complaint of
c""

criminal wrongdoing to ̂ weLall other [sersons as reflected In the

documents attached above who are either prosecutors and or

investigators who have violated the provisions of the NPAAct and the

Constitutfon.

/

r



8. The conduct that I demand be investigated by the South African Police

Servi'ce (SAPS) relates to the contravention of section 41 of the

National Prosecuting Authority Act primarily but extend to other

criminal activities, particularly those reflected In the affidavit of Mr

Hofmeyr Involving criminal interference in my prosecution by foreign

spies with the assistance of local investigators and prosecutors. I

believe that the Interference of foreign spies confravene tiie law

governing our intelfigence services and would in that regard refer to

the report of JSCi referred to above for further guidance.

9. I have no doubt that beyond the criminal conduct involving the leaking

of confidential information to persons outside the NPA, the scope of

criminal conduct is far wider and In the course of a diligent

Investigation, the SAPS will discover clear evidence showing the

violations of section 41 by the prosecutors, investigators and other

persons who are directly or indirectly involved in my case, Thes eclfic

details of the crimhglsffepces which, at this stage, I wish to report for

criminal investigation and rosecution are:

Count 1

10. On or about 04 to 13 June 2008 Advocate WJ Downer SC unlawfully

and in breach of section 41 of the NPA Act disclosed information

concerning an investigation by the National Prosecuting Authority

Involving Mr Jacob Gedleyihlekisa Zuma to another person, namely Mr

Sam Sole, a journalist who was at all material tjmes employed by the

Mail & Guardian.

~^
<-^.

/^



Count 2

11. On or about 09 and 10 August 2021 Advocate WJ Downer SO

authorised and sanctioned the disclosure by Advocate A Breitenbach

SC of a confidential medical report person, to one News24 Journalist

Ms Karyn Maughan. The report had been Initially disclosed in an

affidavit signed by Advocate Downer himself on behalf of the National

Prosecuting Authority in relation to a then pending application for the

postponement of the criminal trial of Mr Jacob Gedleyihleklsa Zuma.

The Information came to the knowledge and into the possession of the

prosecuting authority and members of its prosecuting team in the

performance of their functions in terms of  e NPA Act. The leaking of

this medical report and Information was done without the written

permission of the National Director of Public Prosecution and therefore

constituted a criminal violatign-of section 41 of the NPA Act.

Preliminary analysis

12. The admitted conduct of Advocate WJ Downer SC and his

accomplices clearly contravened the provisions of section 41(6), read

with 41(7) of the National Prosecuting Authority Act.

13. The criminal conduct set out in the affidavit of Hofmeyr also reports a

number of criminal activities that were committed in violation of the law,

for example possibly the Intelligence Act and ultimately the

Constitution.

/^



14. As can be observed from the annexuree, the most prominent feature

of this case Is that the complaints are based on conduct which has

already been admitted by the suspects under oath. The relevant

investigations and dedsion whether or not to prosecute should

therefore take a relatively shorter period of time than usual, more

particularly given the national importance of the matter and the

seriousness of the offences.

15, In aggravation of the criminal conduct referred to above, It also

appears from the papers that the prosecuting team also authorised

their doctor, a Professor Sarkin, to send his life partner to handle

sensitive medical infomnatian wiUiout the necessary authorisation.

15. I am fully cognisant of the fact that the criminal conduct which I am

reporting herein also forms part of totally separate and distinct ongoing

proceedings in which 1 have raised a plea in the High Court sitting in

Pietermaritzburg, in terms of section 106(1)(h) of the Criminal

Procedure Act. This criminal complaint is a completely separate cause

of action which must be pursued to bring the suspects to book and to

cause them to account for their own criminal conduct, irrespective of

tho outcome of the said plea proceedings. This sentiment was also

correctly expressed by the presiding Judge in the aforementioned

ongoing criminal trial in which I am the accused person. At that point,

.
my legal representatives merely sought, at my instruction, to place my

intentions to lay the present criminal charges on the record, v^iich was

duly done.



17. The alleged conduct also forms part of separate Investigations which

are conducted by the President of the Republic of South Africa, Mr

Cyril Ramaphosa, the Minister of Justice, Mr Ronald Lamola, and/or

the Legal Practice Coundl. The relevant complaint tetter written to

President Ramaphosa and his response fomi part of the full papers in

an application which 1 had brought to supplement my^ea in my criminal ^ ^ Zl .

trial. The full application is attached hereto marked "C". ^0^
18, The purpose of bringing the information contained in this affidavit to

the attention of the police Ss to initiate a process which must

necessarily lead to the prosecution of the suspects, failing which a

certificate to the contrary must be duly Issued by the National Director

of Public Prosecutions, who is Incidentally the person ultimately

responsible for the deployment offrie suspects.

19. I am prepared to give further darificatory statements under oatii in

support of the above should that be deemed necessary, The criminal

violations set out in Hie attached documents should serve as a useful

basis of determining the scope of criminal investigation that the SAPS

may conduct In this complaint and the inclusion of further suspects

and/or accomplices.

6 (.

xy»^ a
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JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISA ZUMA



I HEREBY CERTIFY that the deponent has acknowledged that he knows and

understands the contents of this affidavit, which was signed and sworn before

meat fcyfle^'<v'"JZrrf(> on this the -2. / day of ffc. T^is. eie. 2021,

the regulations contained in Government Notice No R1258 of 21 July 1972, as

amended, and Government Notice No R1648 of 19 August 1977, as amended,

having been complied with.

/(.
t^^ &^<SL^

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
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DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS

KwaZulu-Natel Division
Tel: +27 33 845 4400 | dpppmbhighcourt®npa. gov.2a
286 Pietemiaritz Street, Pietermarltzburg, 3200 j P/Bag X9008.
Pietermaritzburg, 3200, South Africa Nhrtmd ftwcuklojg #BU»»my

SimhAfn<»

CERTIFICATE IN TERMS OF SECTION 7 (2) OF ACT 51 OF 1977

I, ELAINE ZUNGU, duly appointed Director of Public Prosecutions, KwaZulu-Natal hereby

certify that I have seen all the statements and affidavits on which the charge particularized

below is based and that I decline to prosecute at the instance of the State.

SUSPECT:

COMPLAINANT:

ALLEGED CRIME:

DATE OF THE ALLEGED CRIME:

POLICE REFERENCE:

WILLIAM JOHN DOWNER

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISAZUMA

CONTRAVENTION OF SECTION 41(6)

READ WITH SECTION 41 (7) OF THE
NATIONAL PROSECUTING ACT 32 OF

1998

09 AUGUST 2021

PMBCAS 309/10/21

This certificate is issued to JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISAZUMA

SIGNED at PIETERMARITZBURG on this 06 day of JUNE 2022.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS
KWAZULU-NATAL

InduxinAlics . FlBrettienalitin . AMOuntabllK} . Cndlblllty
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ANNEXURE"JGZ1»

IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

(KWAZULU-NATAL PROVINCIAL DIVISION,

PIETERMARITZBURG)

In the matter of: 2

THE STATE

\, ^'

and

JACOB GEDLEYJHLEKISA ZUMA

THALES SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LIMITED

CaseNo:CCD30/2Itl8
-/ ')

2G2]
Q

^^K^^i

Coc^p rir^

tf;4^

First Accused

Second Accused

PLEA EXPLA^7AT]O^T IN TERMS OF SECTION 106(I)(h) AND
OF THE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE ACT

I, the undersigned

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKJSA ZUMA

do hereby state under oath that:

I am the former President of the Republic of South Africa residing at KwaNxamalala in

Nkandla, Kwa-Zulu- Natal. Prior to thai I served in various capacities in both the national

-^%
^ ~^ 5 ^T

t
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8. 6. Mr Downer SC's denial that evidence of political interference which is admitted

by the NPA demonstrates that he cannot be trusted to be an impartial and

independent prosecutor, to act in good faith (which would include disclosing to

the Coun the evidence of unlawful political interference within his knowledge -

that could hurt the state's case me.)

8. 7 He has in my view, by failing to report admitted evidence of unlawful political

interference in my prosecution, violated the oath or affirmation of prosecutors as

prescribed by section 32(2)(a) ofAe NPA Act. In addition. Clause 24 ofAe

United Nations Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors places a positive duty on

Mr Downer to report violations of prosecutorial guidelines to authorities for

action, which he has not done in this case.

8. 8. Such failure to report and act on unlawful interference in the prosecution

processes involving my case is itself a specified offence or offence in terms of

section 11 of the NPA Act as amended by Act 61 of 2000

Media Leaks about my prosecution

8. 9. The NPA was condemned for the extensive media leaks that were entirely

damaging of my fair trial rights as they exposed me to unprecedented public

attacks resulting in a public narrative that I am guilty of the allegations. I am aware

of Mr Downer SC's intimate engagement with journalists from the transcripts of

telephone records in which Mr Downer SC held meetings with investigative

journalists who were writing very prejudicial articles about me. I attach a copy

of the transcript showing Mr Downer SC making arrangements to meet Sam Sole

11
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of the Mail & Guardian as "JGZ4". The full extent of his interaction with a

journalist who churned out very damaging and defamatory stories about my

prosecution is still unknown. This conduct was not properly investigated as no

one appears to have been held liable for these damaging media leaks. There is

prima facie evidence based on these transcripts of recorded conversations between

Mr Downer and Sam Sole which give me an inescapable impression that Mr

Downer gave Sam Sole information for some of the articles that he ̂ vrote. This

conduct would be a contravention of section 41(6)(a) of the National Prosecuting

Act 32 of 1998 in that it amounts to unlawfully disclosing information to another

person that came to his knowledge in the performance of his functions in terms of

the Act 32 of 1998 or a contravention of section 41(6)(c) of the National

Prosecuting Act 32 of 1998 in that it amounts to unlawfully disclosing to an

unauthorised person the record of evidence given at an investigation as

contemplated in section 28(1) of Act 32 of 1998. This conduct is in addition, a

contravention of clause 13(c) of the United Nations Guidelines on the Role of

Prosecutors which places a positive duty on prosecutors to act with

confidentiality.

8. 10. In fact, in the report prepared by Justice Kamphepe on the DSO, she made the

following finding about media leaks - which I believe Mr Downer was also

involved in. In para. 21. 2 of the report, she found that the "improper media

sensation associated with the investigation and/or arrests of some individuals

resulting from the leaks in the DSO may open a practise that is inconsistent with

the right to a fair trial guaranteed under section 35 of the Constitution."

12
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
(KWAZULU-NATAL DmSION, PIETERMARITZBURG)

CASE NO. ; CCD30/2018

In fhe matter of:

THE STATE

and

JACOB GEDLEYfflLEKISA ZUMA

THALES SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LIMITED

(as represented by Pierre-Marie Durand)

First Accused

Second Accused

THE STATE'S ANSWERING AFFTOAVIT:
THE FmST ACCUSED'S PLEA W TERMS OF

SECTION 106(l)(h) AND (4) OF ACT 51 OF 1977

I, the undersigned,

WILLIAM JOHN DOWNER

do hereby make oath and say:

INTRODUCTION

1. I am an admitted advocate of the High Court of South Africa, a member of

the National Prosecuting Authority ('the NPA') and a Senior Depu \IY)
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February 2009 by the first accused's legal representatives to the senior

leadership of the NPA, includmg the then Acting NDPP Mr Mpshe,

who in turn informed the prosecution team about them. On 6 April

2009 Mr Mpshe made them public when amiouiicmg his decision to

discontinue the first accused's prosecution. There was accordingly no

need for me to report them to anyone.

53.3. .In this regard, I refer to paragraphs 360 to 364 of my answermg

affidavit in the first accused's application for a pennanent stay of

prosecution (annexure BD 5).

53, 4. I also refer to paragraphs 83 and 84 of my affidavit of 2 June 2015 in

the Spy Tapes matter (amiexure BD 18) in which I confirmed we were

all shocked about the contents of the recordings as they cast serious

doubt on Mr Mccarthy's integrity and I was reduced to tears.

54. Ad paragraphs 8.6 to 8.8:

I deny these paragraphs.

55. Ad paragraph 8.9:

55. 1. The issue of media leaks was also raised by fhe first accused in his

stay of prosecution application.

55, 2. In. paragraph 719 of my answering affidavit in that application

(annexure BD 5) I said I do not dispute that, from dme to time, there

have been lealcs from within the NPA. These were inconsistent with
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NPA policy and tile NPA Act They were, however, not the result of

a concerted NPA strategy in relation to the investigation leading to the

current prosecution. On the contrary, as explained earlier m my

answering affidavit, while the first accused was the incumbent Deputy

President (which is when the bulk of the investigation work was

done), the NPA took extraordinary measures to keep the fact that he

was being investigated and what was being investigated out of the

media.

55.3. As I also explained in paragraph 71 9 of my answering affidavit, when

announcing his decision on 20 June 2005 that the first accused was to

be charged, Mr Pikoli aclaiowledged that there had been leaks from

within ftie NPA, and that such leaks were unacceptable.

55.4. In paragraph 775 of my axiswering affidavit I added fhat while I accept

that on occasion there were leaks to the media from within the NPA,

I deny they were a pervasive feature of this matter and that any

members of the prosecution team or any of the NDPPs who took

decisions concemmg Zuma's prosecution were responsible.

55. 5. As regards aimexure JGZ 4, 1 point out that it is an incomplete and

rather jumbled version of the intercepted telephone calls in the period

5 June 2008 to 2 July 2008 to me from Mr Sole of the Mail &

Guardian newspaper, which were the only 'Spy Tapes'

commimications with a member of the media mvolving me. A better
z^i
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but still incomplete version forms part of aimexure JGZ 14.

A complete version forms part ofamiexure SKA 26 of Mr Abrahams'

answering affidavit in the permanent stay of prosecution proceedings.

I attach the relevant excerpt from the latter amiexure, marked 'BD 19'.

55. 6. In paragraph 536. 3 of my answering affidavit in the first acciised's

stay of prosecution application, in response to an allegation by him

that 'm constant communication with members of the media, feeding

them a narrative that sought to irreparably prejudice [the first

accused] outside a trial', which I denied, I pointed out that, as appears

from the tra.nscripts of my conversations with Mr Sole, most of them

were entirely unrelated to the mvestigation or prosecution of the first

accused. Moreover, as I submitted there, nothing I said (mainly m

response to questions from Mr Sole) contravened the NPA Act or the

NPA Prosecution Policy. The two questions relating to the

investigation or prosecution of the first accused I answered concerned

the workings of the International Co-operation m Criminal Matters

Act 75 of 1996 ('ICCMA') and mtemational requests for mutual legal

assistance ('MLA').

55. 7. I deny giving Mr Sole confidential information.

55.8. I point out that in paragraphs 15 to 19 of the State's supplementary

heads of argument in the first accused's stay of prosecution

application (aimexure BD 12), counsel addressed an insinuadon in the
^
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heads of argument of counsel for the first accused that I had leaked

coiifidential information about the prosecution of him to Mr Sole.

55. 9. As mentioned in paragraph 27 above, the Full Court did not deal with

this issue and the first accused's other allegations concemmg me and

MrTrengove because, at the hearing, the first accused's counsel

expressly abandoned the attacks on us. I am taken aback that m

support of his present special plea, which is signed by one of the senior

counsel representing the first accused in the stay of prosecution

appUcatiou, the first accused has sought to resurrect this and the otiher

criticisms of Mr Trengove and me (discussed below) regarding a

pubUc lecture each of us gave after MrMpshe had withdrawn the

charges against the first accused,

56. Ad paragraph 8. 10;

I again deny I was involved in media leaks.

57. Ad paragraph 8.11:

I deny this paragraph.

58. Ad paragraph 8. 12:

58. 1. I deny the first sentence.

58.2. I deny the second and third sentences.

^M
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Sam Sole // Eiay Downar

Sam Sole

B:
s:
Bi
s; . _...

(. SL.^^.-

t~
B:

s:

^

s;

B:

Calls Ehpwn^r
H ItoSarti.
Wouniit Billy vouire not in Mauriffus are vou?
Nono. Anihon is,

Can you talk?

I'm busy but oucantaik. ^---.--. .-..--. - , ... ».
You heard rtwe was supposed to be aom^mov® thfe we<£ or last week on
Fana the and Minister st» sd in?

No on Fana, mayba some truth in that. leak yeu reported that we'to ahead
with the BAE We U attonthatis r'ocBedIn ,
And the Minister' (rt [wment somehow?
I cannot dtsdosi^tbat. ^ ^ ^ ~" .... "__"_' "I
Ok. alright fit ̂ kT&hali 'w ""' "' " .----;
Cheers. :
B e

CONVERSA SON 2

Sam S&le//Billy Downer

B;
s:
&;
s:

8:
s;

rietlo "~ "'" '"""""~'--" ""
Billy Sam. can outaik? ""'"'' .."". ..
He.npSa YaKure ..... ,....,
Usten we got pretty good infortnatlon that the GBrinana are in the pracess of
Striking s deal wi h Th sen in Germfiny.
Rl hi.

Prouablv nest week, or within the next two weeks. But they are negotiating"
at the moment and then probably going » plead gudty to a tax offense and
the rest will go away, I suspect that wW put page -- on his the --SA
side.

^w
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Y I! -W

'» e!-

s;

B:
s;
e:
s;
B

s:
B:

js;
B;

5:-
8:

s;

r-f^'' | a

Mot necessary, dcpendjh ontheinfoth*y 01, -"
Y_a^Y»Sur& ' ' . ..-

WXWW!^Kto ^J^^Td. them that we know this (i aciins w
I was ust onna sa , ou wed t?b extradite. ~ """" " "
Tilaite w& ot iha^ Info from 'ychinijjgungatweB.
H® ot it from us, ^~"~
Oh did he? '-'w'" .'.
Not Tor publication. . --""- .". .... ^ ^

Th<!.fact thl8v d0^ d6al doasn't t"es"lhat thev won't e've^B'ny Wo that "'
^e. 2!1ghtJi!/a2LT!?, ev.for (heir own purpose da wligteverthicy'do."
Oh.,. 0!< ' ' -... ;"..':&--, , ^,

imt^ to et some via Marcus, what Is ha e.nmemthslr^de. :
would be nice if they would liase with us befors they did a deaL That's
Fieaiure dustln onou/OO). ' "-'--."."*"
Ya, DOJ has a spanner in the werics - .'

Everyone fcncws about MLA app"catton ̂ ®V *'«ms on It and haven't done
an^tbln. e. Why has _it teen sani beck with queries. Nearly wacfease's trTi
by application is 2 fold;

(I) UVe hslp with their |prosscirti<in.
(2) Inform w about crlmfi In ow countrv.

In fess ect of tha proo&ss DOJ has dane fuck all.
Stay to that eHcct foi. that effect, ((insure)

Bt
s:
B.'
S!

^*

B;
s:

B;

s;
B:

Hello . -..'"-.
BHr^its, ~~"''
Morning, Afteriwon.
?^^.u«Si<t.?ld Yw 'ee th9t h<w the <3<ermaft51^w wtthdrswn Bvcrything
No no 1 haven't Sefin. " " '"..."-.
No eyidenco of criminology, proceeding with charges'agafnst'former "'

emploees for fraud « alnstThysonKu jg^npt conn<&ctedtodeai.
Reall ? ""'"' ' " '

Withdrawn all re uest for mutual legaf asststaoce etc. "~ """-
Good God.

Wonder what went on there.

-^
^
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5:
fl!
s;
B:

s:

r ».. ̂  \a

, there the Mi"ist®r iipparenUy and thft DO fiftts'an a spplicaNon which feMs
sfluarely within the terms of our declared investlgsUon and v®t wfi don't get

1 ?n?l|Eht Into what Is cpnulned in that usst.
That was never forwardfrd to ou? -" "
Niever '*"'""-

Reni<?inb®rthat1schnlcsa((Yt>peAftlng -. .
Its quite a tong cowpllcated process bseome the requ^s^ for muituBl Isgal
assistance is primarily and usuadlv aimed at eiiactty that. They yeqyire
Informatiprt from u? to furlhw their Invgstlgsyon. But ebviously Wtbay
a^ing for that information   fs revealed then at the same time, tthfire are
offences whlcb h&tte be®n comnnltAcd in our Country and thay g[w us (n their
request for Information  ?t we weren't party to. bseswe It eam@ fwm
Oiem, because It was in Germanv,. 2'ld aim oif mtrtusi legal atsfetance.
subsidiary aim, effect of MLA, Is that KFfore^ country Is spipraited ofcriine
committed In that foreign countTy,(l don't know whether th® gow&mment
apprecieftss that, is pwmissibte and Dbwtousiy a cttirssequenc® of requesUng
MLA} unsure. You can't JuM say that we not satisfied with the Germans
rcQiiest and yw know blah bteh, we know that ihey have teen crimes <n
their country, Ttift m<ir6 fact that« seems that the crimes ap-peared (o our
cauntry, what shoutri norinajiy happen is an ifttemal invfi*t5ftatiort  iatinB to
crlmas In our cowfay. the Z'larocs^lsn^sL , "-. .... , _", ., _.'
What h the legislation in which the whole thing happenedT'ThBDnewith ''
Zufna?

trrt^msl Coopefotton Criimtnal Matters Act,

Incoming roquests in terms of sacyon 7 alll Ebfi Dfi (s to (te, W done (n terms of
section 7, Is to g<&tmlnist<sr& tonsent, land to inafilstirate, all magistrate tan
do Is tesy® sutopoenss, in <srms of that whole process the tovestig&Ejott been
carried in SA is vary limited. People have been eeneti In ?r<»nfc of g maeistrate
and bsen asked questions. That subsidiary process off Ertgacring an SA
investjgatian Is done as an wchange of Enfo between the lnvesug;ayon
a^encfes. _
Thafs another tiling I wanted to ask you, all the decisions, this fight with
Zuma, not everything has to take place in lei^ns of the ICCMA, there are

recesses and practices that can be used for the exdia e of info?
Yes. the Incomfng requasl: from other caunWes, »n term* of th* A« *fe very
well suited for Section 7. where the offencs was committed. In thfit anothAr
countfy snd where a spectfic type of info, a statement from a person or
what&v^r. But It's not suited for cross boarder (ntern&tional crime oF hue®
magniludfi. It's not suited for another person froni a country to come to us
and say wl! listen we want a statement from that person and this pcrscm.

I-. -". '>"«..-»

Vi\
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I" .1 IS

s:

s:

2»e;lhl"°.b.a awl01!p/occsi'we (Hicd to c10 our ^" inv^igafiw .
^?;ltTl^al ^^^^^^^^^ ®et fror".^^^i3^^
?j.hosla8^e£ rommuntot'neem^""a^"Satud^Zn n^
^18res 8ndfI8ume out who:SEO(n^~bfl s^^
s^;?fm*'~'c^^"Tmv^rB =K^"«
f.CCMA 8»W> doesn't worfc fpF ̂ ardi and ̂ teuTe or doesTt?
No It doesn't. ~ -^.. '~-"-

^er!LaanBr8UT"YW OU-tBolnBa88rch and sel2ure- '"comlnE search and
saiiurc no prtlwsfon for it. That wea by design.

''. lylhor-te"s. voutf1atthevspecl"ca"vie. l;t out search «nd sriaure because
t £!llp^?lnJ^h!. (:w"aipr^ed^
' speci3l)y B>(du<iadbecausa it has already beenpcovMfldfor. 'S30%'^^
seess. in out SA . ' - ----".

o^m^^olw^^^thM^^lq^ onth«f^ d^ggine
?lhtsAEthln&and thev not f£PIyin8 spec'^lv. fayins'ihat ̂ ^"i?1
whffthflr^thfe correai procedures ara beift® tol/ow'fcd. 1
a sovwetgn ease.
8ut I wanted to }ust check.

1

c

s:
B:

WSghi

[

.IW. ^.Hi canvouh«»ralr( ht '-"."---....

So f am ust oing »aur>d this mountain. """' - -~-h- j
its fin& if (losf* you again 1'B just cat) back, """'---. -. ........ . _^
t_wanted to <'h?<;k'remombfi'' when we reported w the initial B/iEjsh
request, now th&t was. letter of ̂quast. 6 umiflrstand th$t <inw-th@n'l
sent more than 1 MLA^he^haveJoti<»w«« up. Is tt cerreetV "' " "" *"CI' s
When you get sni
OFIA/.hatJe&slati. <'" theydoine it. Ustollythfiy donZ b<caute"th«v'do'nrr
<TOW'^"(or"lal ':^»e^ind6ed senc w authom-tes. who lh<ft"wouidnoi -..
(" "'nsu'tottof i wlih the British we sand It directly to us, as requ'est'for*":
parallel Invgsygatipn^tt wras &tUl direc«ad lo OG andtbecor^t'ffdn^.'
There has been s fo^rmaji re u?st far a olnt InvattigatlBn?
Yeah but just gvofd the terms joint investigation because the rrflnisters bated
)t- -....... --,,-.^ ^
Thpt Implies thgt we Ij&t them lnYestijggte_oiir_pffen<?es.

^
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a; r {S

s:
B;

tT
B;
s;
d:
Si
8i

What you want to use 1$ the term parallel inwesUgailon. Ws inv6itig^e OUT
: offenses and th&y invesygste th^if of fens®. We in contecl a8( ®HS time anti
: we look at each others' infermatlon and we shswe tha information forfwillv
to hetp ftach othAf and fevispluollv ihst, might leBd to a fcM-ma) reqyest whcrs
in terms of section 7 well give them our informayon and they'd gtve us their
information.
Wha^role dees ministers and DO {iliay in ttot? . ~""" ''
Nothing they don't play any role, Except, DC hsvlpg received that dEQuesT
formalty, fowacds it back to us. a$ Ac Brrtish wanted. In terms of ssctton 7
no provision for the DG to send it ta us. AA) they can do t? send it to a
magistrate. He didn't do |(: hi lerrm of ihe act, He didn't go to mlrfster or
masistrate.

How are they bein obstructed then not ,a(low'm to travri?

^he^sa^itls'lileeal.
Th*Y basicallv say we d&n't think weaUotfvedlo di9.this_
They *,ent..SiepJ.eri'ers.̂ Th!eY Itne.wJlTSttDC^dldn't send It to us formatlv, ~
I'm sure that rson pt Into troubla.
Be careful haw ou word ic. Avoid sources dfiise to us,

Saw ?®nds Bilty a copy &f thfe article bsfonB it 5s  taas®d f6v pliilrflcstloni.

B

5;
G:
s;

B;
s;

&;
s^
5:

_5:
8:

W Bill

Hi Sam ,, _, .
Igotyourrftessage.
Can I read^ou moire or Ses$ what we got_
okaiy-._ ....-
The Justice Mlnirter and MPA are locksd in a battt&on tbfl survtwij of Vha
ARMS deal Investigation, Justice Ministsr -..- accused of obstructing the
scorpions fresh investigation Into commission.

^.janldc attached to this transcript*
>V<L^.,.,.. ....,.... ^" , "..

There's other bits and pieces
its explosive, I don't thtni< It )s helpful.
When o« sa Senta/ MPA official are going w be an^ry, who's that?.
Oh well.
I don't any of those things to come from me. some of the things seems to be-
first hand information. It must not come from me. They vriH ash who's talking
toM&G, __ ,

yc
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''.... ;.. {?

6:
s:
61
s:
a:

5;
6;
s:

S!
S!
B;

HI"
6»» , Sam. --...... -- -- .

I Howzit?

in Ca^e Town, you want ^tw e^ora7»dTg|k abouttha'GBnnans?'
Yes, ottay.^Whefp sre you now?
Water Front. """" ' ".
J~. »..,VW» -- .n--.^^-^. -.^, ^. ̂  ^.^ ,

tuitt,
Va, that's 9 posssibK'rty.
Howa/c ou laced tomarrdw?
Tckmorrow should be fine. '" ' "" -'

_Wiit confirm.
Bye.

CONVIRSAT80M 7

s;

B;
s;
B;

s;
8:

s:
B:

Bill . Sam,
HI Sam. """' ""

__We <an wins now, we aiihe water frtml. wher^ wevw^"'"
M the office »n town. ---- ~ .
Whereabout? ' ""
Up from H(8h Court. "~"""'--°-"
lookln atSl nsl Hill.

. Bt there in 30 minutes
Cheers, ~~~~'

z^
^
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i- ̂  .-. ...

s:
B:
s:
B:

s:

I HI
HI . . .,
llm. in caJP.? T,°y.r!.' %^!&S. (2?SSl. i.?. th?-^,v®-"il%?
Good reason why. we cannot niaet
Is Nidi around?
Thanks

Hired car In Johannesburg, M&G premises. ARM5 d<c«l 6owfnw\tS, c6t
j removed with documerrtSs and suitcase.

--}

^, W)
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

(KWAZULU. NATAL PROVINCIAL DIVISION, PIETERMARITZBURG)

Case No: CCD30/2018

In the matter of:

THE STATE

and

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISA ZUMA First Accused

THALES SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LIMITED Second Accused

REPLYING AFFIDAVIT:
PLEA IN TERMS OF SECTION 106(l)(h) AND 106(4) OF

THE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE ACT 51 OF 1977

I, the undersigned

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISA ZUMA

do hereby state under oath that:

1. I am the former President of the Republic of South Africa residing at Kwa-

Nxamatala in Nkandla, Kwa-Zulu- Natal. Prior to that I served in various capacities

in both the national and provincial government. Prior to that I served in various

positions in my political party, the African National Congress ("ANC"), including

Deputy Secretary-General, Chairperson and President.

2. I am the first accused in this matter and as such, I am authorised to depose to this

affidavit in support of my plea made in terms of section 106(1)(h) of the Criminal

Procedure Act No. 51 of 1977 ("CPA").

-r.p <f^
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proceedings as a whole, the above objections will be raised to sustain the

necessary acquittal decision sought by me.

DOWNER AND THE MEDIA

37. Mr Downer denies that he leaked information relating to my prosecution and the

related investigations to the media. There is no doubt that Ngcuka leaked

information to the media. There is no doubt that the NPA was rightly concerned

about media leaks with the result that it commissioned an investigation into that

practice. There is also no doubt that Mr Downer regularly held private meetings

with Sam Sole of the Mail and Guardian to discuss the investigations and my

prosecution. His denial of this misconduct is inconsistent with the proven facts.

38, However, what is clear is that Sam Sole has not denied that he collaborated with

and had discussions with Mr Downer about my prosecutions. In a High Court

judgment that will be referred to at the hearing of this matter, Sam Sole recounted

his undisputed first-hand experience of the abuse of the Regulation of Interception

of Communication Act 70 of 2002 ("RICA") by state authorities. In 2008 he

suspected that his communications were being monitored and intercepted. In 2009

he took steps to obtain full disclosure of the details relating to the monitoring and

interception of his communications from the Office of the Inspector-General of

Intelligence. These efforts were fruitless because - as he was told in a letter - the

Inspector-General had found the National Intelligence Agency ("NiA") and the crime

intelligence division of the police not to be guilty of any wrongdoing. The letter

continued that, as RICA prohibits disclosure of information relating to sun/eiilance,

Sam Sole could not be furnished with the information. Sam Sole was thus left in

the dark as to whether his communications had in fact been intercepted and, if so,

T-y
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what the basis for the interception was.

39. The judgment will be referred to at the hearing of this application but suffice to state

that Mr Downer's denial that he leaked critical information on my investigation is

without any merit. For that reason alone, Mr Downer should be removed. He knows

that leaking information to the media on NPA investigations and prosecution is a

criminal offence that undermines the integrity of the NPA's processes and the

public's confidence in the system of justice. Once more his denial is a cover up

intended to extricate him from the unenviable position that he finds himself with this

removal plea.

40. Criminal conduct and prosecutorial abuse exist in that Mr Downer was disclosing

to unauthorised persons details of my prosecution case.

41. In Mr Downer's case, it is a combination of publicity and other prejudicial factors

which lead to circumstances so unfair that his removal must result in the dismissal

of the case. His role in grooming a journalist and offering to discuss my prosecution

with that journalist, his offer to read the written draft article by the journalist and his

agreement to feed the journalist with information obtained exclusively from the

prosecutions' files ineluctably point to a prosecution hell-bent on using unfair trial

tactics and attempting desperately to generate unfair negative publicity to my

prejudice.

42. Another ground is the lack of transparency and disclosure on the part of the NPA

in respect of the criminal activities of both Messrs Mccarthy and Ngcuka.

Mr Downer is actively involved in an effort to conceal, downplay and make

apologies for Mr Ngcuka's involvement in the prosecutions many years after he

Tf ^
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resigned from the NPA and at the time when he sought to ensure that his wife beat

. Zuma' in the competitive election to become the President of the country.

Mr Downer has also acquiesced in, approved and condoned the conduct of

Mr Mccarthy in that he has not ordered a full investigation of the said clear criminal

activities, he continues to use Mr Mccarthy's affidavits and evidence to bolster the

NPA's case, in addition to allowing Mr Ngcuka to escape prosecution for interfering

with the Zuma prosecution in violation of the NPAAct.

43. In this case Mr Downer must be directed make full and complete disclosure of

investigations conducted in regard to the interference of foreign intelligence

operatives in my prosecution.

44. The political interference by CIA agents and by both Messrs Mccarthy and Ngcuka

is a form of gross prosecutoriat abuse that occurred during the investigation stage

of the case. Downer's attempt to cover up this self-evidently serious breach of the

law by offering incoherent explanation intended to induce a sense of betievability

in his feigned innocence is as unlawful as the NPA's failure to act against these

nefarious and criminal activities in order to protect the rule of law, the constitutional

and moral authority and standing of the NPA and public confidence in its intolerance

for crime. The conduct of Mr Downer disqualifies him. He cannot be handed the

responsibility of presenting evidence against me in a lawful criminal trial. No one
»

under him can do so. The failure of the NPA to safeguard the integrity of its own

prosecution and investigative processes involving me justifies an order of acquittal-

for there is no legal basis on which Downer and the NPA should be allowed to

present evidence against me in a criminal trial.

45. Misconduct and criminal acts committed in connection with and by persons

<TP
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intimately involved in the criminal justice system ought to invoke the Court's serious

censure and complete rejection. The Court is being asked in terms of section 106(4)

to acquit me because Downer is too tainted to hold and exercise the title to

prosecute me lawfully. The State should not be a party to the abuse committed by

both Messrs Mccarthy and Ngcuka, or any other private parties that participated in

the discussion of the Zuma case as heard on the "Spy Tapes."

EVIDENTIARY HEARING ON PROSECUTORIAL MISCONDUCT PRIOR TO THE

TRIAL ITSELF ON THE MERITS IS NECESSARY

46. Mr Downer and the NPA have relied on perjured testimony and/or evidence of

persons who have committed criminal offences. Mr McCathy's evidence is perjured

testimony for it can never be contended that his criminal abuse of the prosecutorial

position - which Mr Downer is fully aware of - reflects the truth of what he actually

did. I intend to contest the veracity of his evidence by way of cross-examination. In

any event, the NPA's reliance on his evidence under these circumstances is a

telling sign that it condones criminal abuse of its prosecutorial powers by its

members.

Ngcuka committed a crime by interfering and directing my criminal prosecution

when he was not authorised to do so

47. To the knowledge of the NPA and Mr Downer, Mr Ngcuka's involvement in directing

the prosecution when he was not lawfully entitled to do so constitutes a crime for

which the NPA should have charged him by now. Despite having committed a crime

in relation to my prosecution, the NPA and Mr Downer continue to rely on the

evidence of a criminal to pursue my prosecution.

T^
r r

--7-
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A. PERFORMANCE OF OTHER PAID WORK

1. No member of the Prosecuting Authority shall perform or engage to perform
remunerative work outside his or her employment without authorisation of the
National Director.

2. Any member of the Prosecuting Authority who intends to do such work should
apply in writing and submit his or her motivated application to the relevant DPP or
National Director as the case may be, stating-
(a) why the performance of remunerative work by the member will not lead to

a conflict of interests;
(b) why the member's productivity will not be affected;
(c) why the professional image of the NPA and the Department of Justice will

not suffer any harm;
(d) when such work is to be performed and whether it can be performed

entirely outside the prescribed hours of attendance;
(e) whether the work would involve the use of official facilities; and
(0 whether the work will contribute to or enhance the performance of official

duties.

3. An application for authorisation to perfonn remunerative work outside the service
will be considered with due regard to-
(a) the staff position and state of work in the office where the applicant is

based;
(b) the general availability of other persons outside the NPA to do the kind of

work in question; and
(c) the nature and extent of the work and its relation to the applicant's official

job description.

4. Notwithstanding the above provisions, unpaid work performed by members of the
Prosecuting Authority who serve in a part time capacity on statutory bodies,
corporations and other organizations, by virtue of their office or accepted practice,
will not be affected.

B. MEDIA STATEMENTS AND PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS

1. Prosecutors should refrain from making inappropnate media statements, public
communications or comments.

2. Deputy Directors and Senior Public Prosecutors may act as spokespersons for the
NPA on matters pertaining to prosecution policy or any criminal prosecution.

3. If any other member of the NPA is required to make a statement to the media,



comment in public or deliver a public address, the authorisation of the DPP must be
obtained.

The purpose of responding to media or public inquiries is to assist the public in
understanding the nature and course of criminal proceedings and yet not prejudice
the parties before the court who cannot defend themselves against public comment.

The information or comment provided by a spokesperson of the NPA should be
provided subject to legal prohibitions and be factually correct.
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Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors *3

Adopted by the Eighth United Nations Congress
on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders,

Havana, Cuba, 27 August to 7 September 1990

Whereas in the Charter of the United Nations the peoples of the woHd affirm, inter alia, their deterrrination to establish
conditions under which justice can be maintained, and proclaim as one of their purposes the achievement'of'intemationai'
cooperation in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and fundamental freedorre without'disdnction'as"
sex, language or religion. - -----. -... --.. -. -, ^>-^,

Whereas the Univereal^Dedaration of Human Rights enshrines the principles of equality before the law, the presumption of
innocence and the right to a fair and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal.

Whereas frequently there still exists a gap between the vision underiying those principles and the actual situation.
Whereas the organization and administration of justice in every country should be inspired by those principles, and efforts

undertaken to translate them fully into reality. ' ' . ----r.. -.r-,

Whereas prosecutors play a crucial role in the administration of justice, and rules concerning the performance of their
!.TIi?!^. 1t:-r?s^orn^ib!. li^i?ssh,?ULd, _pr°!Tlote. the!r resPectfor and convliance with the above-mentioned" phncipTes"thus''
contributing to fair and equitable criminal justice and the effective protection of citizens against crime.

^tle. l?-a^-is.eL.S.!e.^iaLto. _en_s^ret. htat Prosecutors Possess the professional qualifications required for the accomplishment of

^!T-f^ti^'-t-hr°. u?!'-improved methods of recruitment and legal and professional training, and t"hrough'theprovtei'on"of'all
necessary means for the proper performance of their role in combating criminality, particularly in its ne'wforrrs'and'dimensio'ns.

Whereas the^General Assembly, by its resolution 34/169 of 17 Decerrtier 1979, adopted the Code of Conduct for Law
Enforcement^Offjcials, on the recommendation of the Fifth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crimeand the'
Treatment of Offenders.

Wjiereas in resolution 16 of the Sixth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders.
the Corrmittee on Crime Prevention and Control was called upon to include among its phohties the elaborationof'auld'eii'n^"''
relating to the independence of judges and the selection, professional training and status of judges an'dprosecut^re^

.

^h^^-^T Seventh United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crinne and the Treatment of Offenders adopted the
Basic Principles on the Independence of the Judiciary, subsequently endorsed by the General Assembly *in-its*resoi[itions"
of 29 Noverrtoer 1985 and 40/146 of 13 December 1985.

Whereas the Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power recommends measures to be
taken at the international and national levels to improve access to justice and fair treatment, restitution,
assistance for victims of crime.

Whereas, in resolution 7 of the Seventh Congress the Committee was called upon to consider the need for guidelines
relating, ynt-er alia, to the selection, professional training and status of prosecutors, their expected tasks and conduct, means
!2-e^f^e. !^T:?^-t.r1l?^n .to the smooth. functioning of the criminal justice system and their coo'peration'w'ith 'the^pol'ic'e^
the scope of their discretionary powers, and their role in crirrinal proceedings, and to report thereon" t~o~future"United Nation's
congresses.

Jl*-e. :^i^^rTfJ^. f?!th. be!owr'?', hi?h have, been formulated to assist Member States in their tasks of securing and
promoting the effectiveness, impartiality and fairness of prosecutore in criminal proceedings, should be respected and taken
LnJlo-f.c;f?unrt-bY-.GOV.?rnmer'ts w,'.thin t.hle framework of their national legislation and practice, and"sho~uidbe'brought"to''the'
?^e!lti?,?-^ l^ro_sec^t^s'; aswe"as other persons such as judges, lawyers, member of the executive and theTeg'is'lature and
the public in general. The present Guidelines have been formulated principally with public prosecutors in ~mind,"but;
equally, as appropriate, to prosecutors appointed on an atf hoc basis. ' ' ' , ----. -..... -.. -,

QUALIFICATIONS, SELECTION AND TRAINING

1. Persons selected as prosecutors shall be individuals of integrity and ability, with appropriate training and qualifications.
2. States shall ensure that:

(3^ ^e. l^ct, ',on. criteria for Prosecutors embody safeguards against appointments based on partiality or prejudice,
!^iudin-?-^ny ^if5.r"T??atior!^9ains^a Person on the Srounds of race, colour, sex, language7reiigion7poiitical or

?!heLO-f?i,nion?. national' social or ethnic ongin, property, birth, economic or other status, except'th'at Tt'shaif'not
be considered discriminatory to require a candidate for prosecutorial office to be a nationalofVhe
concerned;

(b) Prpsecutore have appropriate education and training and should be made aware of the ideals and ethical duties
^ ̂h.^.lL?ff!^^oftlle. col?stitutio. n?1 an.d statutorY. Protections for the rights of the suspect and"the"vict'im,"and
of human hghts and fundamental freedoms recognized by national and international law.

STATUS AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE

J-p-!^s-ecutors' as essential a9ents of the administration of justice, shall at all times maintain the honour and dignity of their

.

^?tat-e.s s_ha"_ensu^tt}at prosecutors a.1?able to Performtheir professional functions without intimidation, hindrance,
harassment, improper interference or unjustified exposure to civil, penal or other liability. ...-.....-.-.., .,,.. », ^.,^^

5. Prosecutors and their families shall be physically protected by the authorities when their personal safety is threatened
a result of the discharge of prosecutorial functions.

6. Reasonable conditions of service of prosecutors, adequate remuneration and, where applicable, tenure, pension and
of retirement shall be set out by law or published rules or regulations. ' * -^.--- -..-,

.

J,;ZI?.T<?tJon-^LPr°^cut?. rs'. wl?ereversuch a system exists, shall be based on objective factors, in particular professional
qualifications, ability, integrity and experience, and decided upon in accordance with'fair and irrpartial procedures^
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND ASSOCIATION

^;^-ro. !e5.u.to_r!Jil<^h.erciti!e,ns a^. en!:. itled to freedc>m of expression, belief, association and assembly. In particular,
shall have the hght to take part in public discussion of matters concerning the law, the admnistration of'j'ustice'and't'he



promotion and protection of human rights and to join or form local, national or international organizations and attend their
meetings, without suffering professional disadvantage by reason of their lawful action or their membership in a lawful
organization. In exercising these n'ghts, prosecutors shall always conduct themselves in accordance with the law and the
recognized standards and ethics of their profession.

9. Prosecutors shall be free to form and join professional associations or other organizations to represent their interests, to
promote their professional training and to protect their status.

ROLE IN CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

10. The office of prosecutors shall be strictly separated from judicial functions.

11. Prosecutors shall perform an active role in criminal proceedings, including institution of prosecution and, where
authorized by law or consistent with local practice, in the investigation of crime, supervision over the legality of these
investigations, supervision of the execution of court decisions and the exercise of other functions as representatives of the
public interest.

12. Prosecutors shall, in accordance with the law, perform their duties fairiy, consistently and expeditiously, and respect
and protect human dignity and uphold human rights, thus conthbuting to ensuring due process and the smooth functioning of
the chrrinal justice system.

13. In the performance of their duties, prosecutors shall:

(a) Carry out their functions impartially and avoid all political, social, religious, racial, cultural, sexual or any other
kind of discrimination;

(b) Protect the public interest, act with objectivity, take proper account of the position of the suspect and the
victim, and pay attention to all relevant circumstances, irrespective of whether they are to the advantage or
disadvantage of the suspect;

(c) Keep matters in their possession confidential, unless the performance of duty or the needs of justice require
otherwise;

(d) Consider the views and concerns of victims when their personal interests are affected and ensure that victirrB
are informed of their rights in accordance with the Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime
and Abuse of Power.

14. Prosecutors shall not initiate or continue prosecution, or shall make every effort to stay proceedings, when an impartial
investigation shows the charge to be unfounded.

15. Prosecutors shall give due attention to the prosecution of crimes committed by public officials, particularly corruption,
abuse of power, grave violations of human rights and other crimes recognized by international law and, where authonzed by
law or consistent with local practice, the investigation of such offences.

16. When prosecutors come into possession of evidence against suspects that they know or believe on reasonable grounds
was obtained through recourse to unlawful methods, which constitute a grave violation of the suspect's human rights,
especially involving tori:ure or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, or other abuses of human rights, they shall
refuse to use such evidence against anyone other than those who used such methods, or inform the Court accordingly, and
shall take all necessary steps to ensure that those responsible for using such methods are brought to justice.

DISCRETIONARY FUNCTIONS

17. In countries where prosecutors are vested with discretionary functions, the law or published rules or regulations shall
provide guidelines to enhance fairness and consistency of approach in taking decisions in the prosecution process, including
institution or waiver of prosecution.

ALTERNATIVES TO PROSECUTION

18. In accordance with national law, prosecutors shall give due consideration to waiving prosecution, discontinuing
proceedings conditionally or unconditionally, or diverting criminal cases from the formal justice system, with full respect for the
hghts of suspect(s) and the victim(s). For this purpose. States should fully explore the possibility of adopting diversion
schemes not only to alleviate excessive court loads, but also to avoid the stigmatization of pre-trial detention, indictment and
conviction, as well as the possible adverse effects of impnsonment.

19. In countries where prosecutors are vested with discretionary functions as to the decision whether or not to prosecute a
juvenile, special consideration shall be given to the nature and gravity of the offence, protection of society and the
personality and background of the Juvenile. In making that decision, prosecutors shall particulariy consider available
alternatives to prosecution under the relevant juvenile justice laws and procedures. Prosecutors shall use their best efforts to
take prosecutory action against juveniles only to the extent strictly necessary.

RELATIONS WITH OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES OR INSTITUTIONS

20. In order to ensure the fairness and effectiveness of prosecution, prosecutors shall strive to cooperate with the police,
the courts, the legal profession, public defenders and other government agencies or institutions.

DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS

21. Disciplinary offences of prosecutors shall be based on law or lawful regulations. Complaints against prosecutors which
allege that they acted in a manner cleariy out of the range of professional standards shall be processed expeditiously and fairiy
under appropriate procedures. Prosecutors shall have the n'ght to a fair hearing. The decision shall be subject to independent
review.

22. Disciplinary proceedings against prosecutors shall guarantee an objective evaluation and decision. They shall be
determined in accordance with the law, the code of professional conduct and other established standards and ethics and in
the light of the present Guidelines.

OBSERVANCE OF THE GUIDELINES

23. Prosecutors shall respect the present Guidelines. They shall also, to the best of their capability, prevent and ac ely
oppose any violations thereof.

24. Prosecutors who have reason to believe that a violation of the present Guidelines has occurred or is about to occur hall
report the matter to their superior authorities and, where necessary, to other appropriate authorities or organs vested with
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From: B M Thusini [mailto:thusini@thusinilaw. co. za]
Sent: Monday, August 9, 2021 9:07 PM
To: E Griffin <EGriffin@judiciary. org. za>; Billy Downer (WJ) <Bwjdowner@npa. gov. za>; 'Dunstan-Smith,
Cameron'<Cameron.Dunstan-Smith@)hsf.com>

Cc: Pavi Indrajith <pavi. indrajith@gmail. com>
Subject: STATE v. s JG ZUMA & ANOTHER CCD30/2018

SIRS

Herewith is 1st Accused Notice of Application for condonation, BM Thusini's affidavit and its annexures
as well as that of Brigadier General M Z Mdutywa for yur attention, our correspondent will file same
tomorrow in court.

Kind regards

^ S N. N

134 Mark Street
Vry he id

3100

(REG. NO: 2014/120830/21)

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Phone: (034) 980 9482

Fax: (034) 980 9483

e-mail: thusini ftthusinilaw.co.za

P. O. Box 2104
Vryheid

3100

Disclaimer

"This email, its contents and any file attachment transmitted with it are
intended for the addressee and may contain confidential information. Access to

and, use thereof in any way imaginable by another party other than the
addressee without the express written permission of the sender is unauthorised.
If you receive this einail by niistake or in error you must not copy,distribute or
use the contents, attachments or information in anyway. If the above happens

please inform the sender and destroy the email "
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

(KWAZULU-NATAL PROVINCIAL DIVISION,

PIETERMARITZBURG)

Case No: CCD30/2018

In the matter of:

THE STATE

And

JACOB GEDLEYfflLEKISA ZUMA

THALES SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LEMBTED

NOTICE OF APPLICATION

First Accused

Second Accused

TAKE NOTICE THAT the First Accused will make an application at the above Honourable

Court on 10 August 2021 at lOhOO or as soon thereafter as the matter may be heard for an order

in the following terms:

1. The trial and all other related proceedings between the State and Jacob Gedleyihlekisa

Zuma and Thales South Africa (Pty) Ltd are adjourned in terms of Section 168 of the

Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 to a date agreed upon by the parties or detennined by

this Honourable Court.



TAKE FURTHER NOTICE THAT the affidavit ofBETHUEL MONDLI THUSINI and

its supporting aimexures as well as that of BRIGADIER GENERAL MCEBISi ZUKILE

DUTYWA will be used in support of this application.

DATED AT VRYHEm ON THIS 10th DAY OF AUGUST 2021

ACCUSED 1'S ATTORNEY

BM THUSINI INC

134 MARK STREET

VRYHEID

3100

L/LINE: 034 9809483

EMAIL: thusmi@thusinilaw. co.za

c/o

PRANESH INDRAJITH ATTORNEYS

41 LAHORE ROAD

RAISETHORPE

PETERMARITZBURG



IN THE fflGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA

(KWAZULU-NATAL PROVWCIAL DIVISION,

PIETERMARITZBURG)

CaseNo:CCD30/2018

In the matter of:

THE STATE

and

JACOB GEDLEYfflLEKISA ZUMA

THALES SOUTH AFRICA (PTV) LIMITED

FOUNDING AFFTOAVIT

First Accused

Second Accused

I, the undersigned

BETHUEL MONDLI THUSINI

do hereby state under oath that:

1. I am a major male, a practicing attorney under the name BM THUSDsII DsIC situated at

34 Mark Street, Vryheid, Kwa Zulu Natal.

2. The facts deposed to iri this affidavit are within my personal knowledge, save for where

the context indicates otherwise, are to the best of my knowledge tme and correct.

w
fit



3. I am the attorney of record for the First Accused and by virtue of such appointment, am

duly authorized to depose to this affidavit m the context of the purpose of this application.

PURPOSE OF APPLICATION

4. The purpose of this application is to seek a postponement of the hearing of the Plea in

terms Section 106(l)(h) of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 that was set down for

hearing before the above Honourable Court on 10 August 2021.

5. The duration of the postponement, as per mutual agreement between the State and the

legal representatives to of the Second Accused, is anticipated and intended to be about

two weeks subject to the availability of the presiding Judge and counsel on all sides on

the nominated future dates.

6. It is reasonably anticipated that:

6. 1. As at the time of the hearing of this application the next hearing date will have

been mutually agreed between all the interested parties; and

6.2. The application will be moved on an unopposed basis.

BACKGROUND FACTS TO APPLICATION

7. On 20 July 2021, the above matter was adjourned to lOto 13August2021 forthehearing

and adjudication of the First Accused's Plea in terms Section 106(l)(h) of the Criminal

Procedure Act 51 of 1977.

»-/
6-P



8. A directive (FA1) issued by the Honourable Koen J on 4 August 2021, directed that the

hearing of 10 to 13 August 2021 was to proceed in open court and not virtually, with the

First Accused physically present in court.

9. It is common cause that the First Accused is currently serving an imprisonment sentence

and is incarcerated at the Estcourt Correctional Centre.

10. The First Accused is by virtue of the imprisonment sentence under the direct care and

control offhe Department of Correctional Services but his medical support remains under

the auspices of the Department of Defence's Military Health Services as a former

President of the Republic.

11. On 6 August 2021, the First Accused was admitted to hospital to undergo extensive

medical evaluation and care. I annex a letter (FA2) from Brigadier General (Dr) MZ

Mdutywa (General Officer Commanding Area Health Fonnation) of the SA Military

Health Service dated 8 August 2021 addressed to the Head of the Center (Estcourt

Correctional Center) wherein a fuller context of the First Accused's hospitalization is

explained.

12. Following a consultation between the legal representatives of the First Accused and the

medical team attending to the First Accused on the weekend of 7 August 2021, it became

clear that:

12. 1. The First Accused was not in a position to be discharged from hospital for

puqioses of attending the trial on 10 August 2021.

. ^/
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12.2. The medical team attending to the First Accused had not completed their medical

processes to pronounce with certainty on their prognosis of the First Accused's

health.

13. Discussions through correspondence and telephonically that subsequently ensued

between the representatives of the First Accused and the State cubninated in a mutual

agreement between the parties wherein the State consented to the postponement of the

hearing. I annex a letter (FA3) addressed to lead counsel for the First Accused, Mpofu

SC, from the Director of Public Prosecutions Kwa Zulu Natal dated 8 August 2021

wherein the details and terms of the State's agreement to the postponement are fully

detailed.

14. Save as supplemented above, I am in agreement with the factual outline contained in the

explanatory affidavit filed by Advocate William Downer SC on behalf of the National

Prosecution Authority.

15. In suinmary. the parties have agreed that:

15. 1. The parties shall request that the proceedings of 1 0 August 2021 be held virtually.

15.2. The First Accused shall on 10 August 2021, apply for a postponement of the

proceedings to a date within the following two weeks be arranged with the

presiding officer.

15. 3. The Application is to be supported by an aflBdavit of the medical practitioner

treating the First Accused.

^-/



15.4. If the First Accused is to apply for a further postponement thereafter, such

application is to be supported by viva voce evidence of the medical practitioner

treating the First Accused.

MEDICAL TREATMENT OF THE FBtST ACCUSED

16. I annex a confirmatory affidavit (FA4) of Brigadier General (Dr) MZ Mdutywa

confirming his authorship of the above mentioned letter and his willingness to assist this

Honourable Court in whatever manner deemed necessary

CONCLUSION

17. In light of the fact that the application for postponement is not opposed and has been

mutually agreed to by all parties, the above Honourable Court is humbly requested to

grant such postponement after hearing and considering additional oral submissions of

counsel fi-om all sides on the date of the hearing.

BETHUEL MONDLI THUSINI

I certify that:

1.

1.1

1.2

1.3

5

the deponent acknowledged to me that:

he/she taiows and understands the contents of this declaration;

he/she has no objection to taking the prescribed oath;

he/she considers the prescribed oath to be binding on his/her conscience;

b^-\



2. the deponent thereafter uttered the words, "I swear that the contents of this declaration
are tone, so help me God";

3. the deponent signed this declaration in my presence at ft (c( on this
of AUGUST 2021.

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS

Prac^fiin^ 6l^o^
K^T^utu - |J^W
305 ^<»rk5^, t/^3/^

J
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Reference: CCD 30/2018

Enquiries: Adv WJ Downer

Adv D Mpofu SC

dali. m ofu ahoo. com

Dear Mr Mpofu

S V JG 2UMA AND THALES: AGREEMENT REGARDING
POSTPONEMENT OF THE HEARING ON 10 AUGUST 2021

THE

I refer to the telephone discussions between you and Adv Wim Trengove SC
earlier this afternoon regarding the above.

The State will support the postponement of the proceedings on 10 August 2021
on the following terms.

1.

2.

3.

4.

As soon possible, the parties shall request the presiding Judge to rule
that the proceedings on 10 August 2021 be held virtually, and not in
person, and in the absence of the first accused, who, the State has been

informed by the Esteourt Correctional Centre, is currently an inpatient in
hospital under the care of the Presidential Medical Unit of the South

African National Defence Force.

On 10 August 2021 the first accused shall apply for a postponement of

the criminal proceedings to a date within the following two weeks to be
arranged with the presiding Judge ("the postponed date").

The application shall be supported by an affidavit by a medical
practitioner treating the first accused.

If, on the postponed date, the first accused applies for a further

postponement, his application shall be supported by the wVa wee

evidence of a medical practitioner treating him, who may be cross-

Justice in our society, so that people can live in freedom and security
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examined by the State; and the State may adduce rebutting viva voce
evidence, either there and then or at an adjourned hearing.

Yours faithfully

Tor DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS

KWAZULU-NATAL

Date: 08 August 2021

Guided by the Constitution, we in the National Prosecuting Authority
ensure justice for the victims of crime by prosecuting without fear'

favour or prejudice and by working with our partners and the public to
solve and prevent crime

M
Page 2 of 2
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From: Billy Downer (WJ) [mailto:Bwjdowner@npa.gov. za]
Sent: Monday, August 9, 2021 11:46 AM
To: E Griffin <EGriffin@judiciary. org. za>
Cc: B M Thusini <thusini@thusinilaw.co.za>; mail@pi-attorneys.co.za; Mbusowezwe Zondi
<MZondi@judiciary.org.za>; Dunstan-Smith, Cameron <Cameron.Dunstan-Smith@hsf.com>; 'Ripley-
Evans, Jonathan' <Jonathan.Ripley-Evans@hsf.com>
Subject: RE: S v Zuma and Thales: Hearing on 10 August 2021

Dear Ms Griffin

I indicated in my e mail below that I would send my affidavit once it is made.

Due to the public holiday and the fact that my office is closed for decontamination
anyway, and the urgency of the matter, I attach unsigned and uncommissioned
affidavits by me and Adv Naicker, for the urgent attention of Mr Justice Koen.

As soon as we have had them commissioned tomorrow, we will file them with you at
court.

Kind regards

Adv WJ Downer SC

Senior Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions
NPA Building Private Bag X9003
115 Buitengracht CAPE TOWN
CAPE TOWN 8000
8001

Landline phone:
Cell phone:
E mail:

+27 (0)21 487 7228
+27 (0)82 650 7743
bwidowner@npa. gov. za

From: Billy Downer (WJ)
Sent: Monday, August 9, 2021 9:59 AM
To: 'E Griffin' <EGriffin(a)judiciary. org. za>

Cc: B M Thusini <thusini thusinilaw.co.za>; 'mail@pi-attorneys.co.za' <mail i-attorne s. co. za>;
'Mbusowezwe Zondi' <MZondi@iudiciary. orR. za>; 'Dunstan-Smith, Cameron' <Cameron. Dunstan-
Smith hsf.com>; 'Ripley-Evans, Jonathan' Jonathan.Ri Ie -Evans hsf.com>
Subject: S v Zuma and Thales; Hearing on 10 August 2021

Dear Ms Griffin



Please will you bring the above urgent letter to the attention of the Honourable Mr
Justice Koen.

Kindly also inform him that I am busy making an affidavit that explains the sequence of
events that have led to this approach for a new directive. I will forward the affidavit as
soon as I can have it made.

Kind regards

Adv WJ Downer SC

Senior Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions
NPA Building Private Bag X9003
115 Buitengracht CAPE TOWN
CAPE TOWN 8000
8001

Landline phone:
Cell phone:
Email;

+27 (0)21 487 7228
+27 (0)82 650 7743
bwidowner@npa. gov. za
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
(KWAZULU-NATAL DIVISION, PIETERMARITZBURG)

In the matter of:

THE STATE

CASE NO. : CCD30/2018

and

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISA ZUMA

THALES SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LIMITED

(as represented by Pierre-Marie Durand)

First Accused

Second Accused

THE STATE'S AFFIDAVIT REGARDING THE
POSTPONEMENT OF THE PROCEEDINGS ON 10 AUGUST 2021

I, the undersigned,

WILLIAM JOHN DOWNER

do hereby make oath and say:

1. I am an admitted advocate of the High Court of South Africa, a member of

the National Prosecuting Authority and a Senior Deputy Director of Public

Prosecutions duly appointed as such in terms of the National Prosecuting

Authority Act 32 of 1998, and a senior counsel duly appointed as such by

the President of the Republic of South Africa.



The contents of this affidavit are true and are within my personal knowledge

or that of a Deputy Director of Public Prosecutions, KwaZulu-Natal ('KZN'),

Adv Deneshree (Melanie) Naicker, whose confirmatory affidavit will be

delivered as soon as possible.

On 20 July 2021 this Honourable Court made a ruling adjourning this trial

to 10 to 13 August 2021 for the adjudication of the issues raised in the first

accused's special plea in terms of section 106(1)(h) of the Criminal

Procedure Act 51 of 1977 ('CPA').

On Wednesday 4 August 2021 this Honourable Court issued a directive that

the hearing of the plea in terms of s106(1)(h) of the CPA set down from

10 August 2021, shall proceed in open court at the High Court in

Pietermaritzburg.

Pursuant to that directive, the State requisitioned the first accused from the

Estcourt Correctional Centre, where he was serving a sentence of

imprisonment.

On Friday 6 August 2021 the hlead of the Estcourt Correctional Centre,

Ms Radebe, sent a WhatsApp message to Adv Naicker, saying the first

accused had been "emergently referred to outside hospital due to his

medical condition last nighf.

Adv Naicker responded by asking Ms Radebe if she was able to give any

indication at that stage whether the first accused would be brought to court

as per the requisition for 10 August 2021. Ms Radebe's response was she

was awaiting documents with that information.



8. On the same day (6 August 2021), the Department of Correctional Services

('DCS') issued a media release saying the first accused had been admitted

to a hospital outside the prison for medical observation by the South African

Military Health Services, a copy of which is attached marked "WJD 1".

9. On Saturday 7 August 2021 Adv Naicker was contacted by Mr Kenneth

Mthombeni, who introduced himself as the Acting Regional Commissioner

of Correctional Services in KZN, about the requisition to and appearance of

the first accused in this Honourable Court on 10 August 2021 . Adv Naicker

confirmed the content of their telephone conversation by means of a

WhatsApp message, which reads as follows:

"Good day Mr Mthombeni

Our telephonic conversation regarding the appearance of Mr. Zuma atPmb

High Court on Tuesday 10 August 2021 refers.

You advised that Mr Zuma will not be brought to court as he is currently

hospitalized in Pretoria.

/ accordingly requested that you address a letter to Advocate E Zungu, the

Director of Public Prosecutions KZN advising that Mr Zuma will not be

brought to court as per our requisition request.

You may kindly forward your correspondence to the following email

addresses:

ezungu@npa.gov. za and

dnaicker@npa.gov. za and

bwjdowner@npa. gov. za.

Once in receipt of your correspondence same will be brought to the

attention of the Presiding Judge and legal representatives of Mr Zuma.

Kind Regards

Advocate D Naicker, DDPP: PMB".



10. On Sunday 8 August 2021, at 14h24, Adv Naicker, the Director of Public

Prosecutions, KZN (Ms Zungu) and I received an email from Ms Radebe,

attached to which was a letter from Brigadier General (Dr) M Z Mdutywa of

the South African Military Health Service. A copy of this letter is attached,

marked "WJD 2". After explaining that the first accused is under the care

of the Presidential Medical Unit, the letter continues as follows:

"4. This is to inform you that Mr Zuma has been admitted to hospital as of

the 06 August 2021. He is undergoing extensive medical evaluation and

care as a resu/f of his condition that that needed an extensive emergency

procedure that has been delayed for 18 months due to compounding legal

matters and recent incarceration and cannot be delayed any further as it

carries a significant risk to his life. The medical team is actively monitoring

his progress and will inform you soon as to the prognosis and outcome

thereof through a medical report,

5. We trust that the court processes will accommodate this urgent health

program such that we can be able to work swiftly to restore his health. The

minimum proposed period of care is six months during which periodic

reports will be communicated to advise on possible availability of any further

engagements on your end.

6. We further appeal that you treat this information with the confidentiality it

deserves."

11. The State is not satisfied with the vague generalities in the letter from Brig

Gen Mdutywa regarding the first accused's "condition", the "extensive

emergency procedure" and the "minimum proposed period of care of six

months"



12. Shortly after we received the letter, lead counsel for the State in the first

accused's special plea, Adv Wim Trengove SC, contacted lead counsel for

the first accused, Adv Dali Mpofu SC, to apprise him of the letter and to

discuss its implications for the proceedings in this Honourable Court on

10 August 2021. Adv Mpofu SC indicated his side would be applying for a

postponement of the proceedings. Adv Trengove SC indicated that the

State would support the application on terms which would be set out in

correspondence to Adv Mpofu SC.

13. At 18h33 I addressed a letter to Adv Mpofu SC setting out the State's

attitude to the postponement. A copy of this letter is attached, marked

"WJD 3". The relevant portion reads as follows:

"The State will support the postponement of the proceedings on 10 August

2021 on the following terms.

1. As soon possible, the parties shall request the presiding Judge to rule

that the proceedings on 10 August 2021 be held virtually, and not in person,

and in the absence of the first accused, who, the State has been informed

by the Estcourt Correctional Centre, is currently an inpatient in hospital

under the care of the Presidential Medical Unit of the South African National

Defence Force.

2. On 10 August 2021 the first accused shall apply for a postponement of

the criminal proceedings to a date within the following two weeks to be

arranged with the presiding Judge ("the postponed date").

3. The application shall be supported by an affidavit by a medical

practitioner treating the first accused.

4. If, on the postponed date, the first accused applies for a further

postponement, his application shall be supported by the viva voce evidence

of a medical practitioner treating him, who may be cross-examined by the
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State; and the State may adduce rebutting viva voce evidence, either there

and then or at an adjourned hearing."

14. Earlier this morning, Monday 9 August 2021, Adv Mpofu SC informed

Adv Trengove SC that his side accepted the State's terms, save that they

requested to introduce some flexibility regarding the postponed date, but to

still endeavour for it to be within a reasonably short period depending on the

availability of all concerned and the Court. AdvTrengove SC agreed. They

further agreed that the State would direct urgent correspondence to the

presiding Judge recording the parties' agreement.

15. I requested Adv Mpofu to inform lead counsel for the second accused, Adv

Roux SC, of the developments, which I understand he did. I then also

telephoned Adv RouxSC, to establish whether he joined the agreement that

the parties should approach Mr Justice Koen with the request for a new

directive. I read him the draft letter and he agreed.

WILLIAM JOHN DOWNER

certify that-

(a) the deponent-
(i) acknowledged that he knows and understands the contents of this

declaration;
(ii) informed me that he does not have any objection to taking the

prescribed oath;
(iii) informed me that he considers the prescribed oath to be binding on

his conscience;
(b) the deponent then uttered the words, 'I swear that the contents of this

declaration are true, so help me God';
(c) the deponent signed this declaration in my presence at Cape Town on the

18th day July 2021.



SIGNATURE:

FULL NAMES:

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
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MEDICAL CONFIDENTIAL WJD2

sa militar health service
Department:
Defence
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Telephone: (012) 671 5354
Facsimile: (012)6715257
SSN: 8125354
Enquiries: Brig Gen (Dr) M.Z. Mdutywa

Department of Defence
Area Military Health Formation
Private Bag X102
Lyttelton
0046
^ August 2021

Head of the Center.
EscQurt Correctional Center
Department of Correctional Services
Escourt

Dear Sir

MEDICAL SUPPORT TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
AND FORMER PRESIDENTS

1. The above matter refers.

2. The South African National Defence Force is responsible for medical support to the
curFent President of the Republic of South Africa, the former Presidents of the Republic
and the Deputy Presidents of the Republic of South Africa through the office of the
Surgeon General who is the Surgeon General of the South African National Defence Force
who commands the Presidential Medical Unit situated at Bryntirion Estate (Government
Complex).

3. The Former President Jacob Gedleyihlekisa Zuma has been under the care of the
unit since he was appointed the Deputy President of the Republic of South Africa in 1999
and the health care is continuous. On 28 November 2020, the President was put under

.acdve care and support after he suffered a traumatic injury.

4. This is to inform you that Mr Zuma has been admitted to hospital as of the 06 August
2021. He is undergoing extensive medical evaluation and care as a result of his condition
that that needed an extensive emergency procedure that has been delayed for 18 months
due to compounding legal matters and recent incarceration and cannot be delayed any
further as it carries a significant risk to his life. The medical team is actively monitoring his
progress and will inform you soon as to the prognosis and outcome thereof through a
medical report.

5. We trust that the court processes will accommodate this urgent health program such
that we can be able to work swiftly to restore his health. The minimum proposed period of
care is six months during which periodic reports will be communicated to advise on
possible availability of any further engagements on your end.

Q^^^/f&f ^ -al that you treat this information with the confidentiality it deserves.

0 M nf lm ^HEALTH
.* UI. L/ }T-J^-.J

ENERAL FFfc^
wp?s^

COMMA DING AREA MILITARY HEALTH FORMATION: BRIG

^0-tt
»<u*«Vi(tl> Kguio yi TituidclK iScfac luaKtiuuto Utpiilmtiu ofDtfanc* Muhliho «. Tiiriltdm
} ya >w» y/uwrticini 1-ctuph* UTthItclctw ttapancnxn) vui Vcfdodigirta LiTikoicTckuvikclii
--~J

MEDICAL CONFIDENTIAL
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. irector of Public rosecutions

wa ulu - atal

<c^'
^ ^^
^
I I

\\\
NATIONAL PROSECUTING AUTHOKITT

South Africa

Reference: CCD 30/2018

Enquiries: Adv WJ Downer

DPPKZN
Regional Office

Tel:+27 33 845 4400
dDDDmbhiahcourtfSnp

a.aov.za

286 Pietermaritz
Street

PIETERMARITZBUG
3201

Adv D Mpofu SC

dali. m ofu ahoo. com

Dear Mr Mpofu

S V JG ZUMA AND THALES: AGREEMENT REGARDING THE

POSTPONEMENT OF THE HEARING ON 10 AUGUST 2021

I refer to the telephone discussions between you and Adv Wim Trengove SC

earlier this afternoon regarding the above.

Private Bag X9008

PIETERMARITZBURG

3201
KwaZulu-Natal

South Africa

www. n a. ov. za

The State will support the postponement of the proceedings on 10 August 2021

on the following terms.

1. As soon possible, the parties shall request the presiding Judge to rule

that the proceedings on 10 August 2021 be held virtually, and not in

person, and in the absence of the first accused, who, the State has been

informed by the Estcourt Correctional Centre, is currently an inpatient in

hospital under the care of the Presidential Medical Unit of the South

African National Defence Force.

2. On 10 August 2021 the first accused shall apply for a postponement of

the criminal proceedings to a date within the following two weeks to be

arranged with the presiding Judge ("the postponed date").

3. The application shall be supported by an affidavit by a medical

practitioner treating the first accused.

4. If, on the postponed date, the first accused applies for a further

postponement, his application shall be supported by the viva voce

evidence of a medical practitioner treating him, who may be c ss-

Justice in our society so that people can live in freedom and security

ge1 of 2



examined by the State; and the State may adduce rebutting viva voce

evidence, either there and then or at an adjourned hearing.

Yours faithfully

for DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PROSECUTIONS

KWAZULU-NATAL

Date: 08 August 2021

Guided by the Constitution we in the National Prosecuting Authority
ensure justice for the victims of crime by prosecuting without fear

favour or prejudice and by working with our partners and the public to
solve and prevent crime

Page 2 of 2



IN THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA
(KWAZULU-NATAL DIVISION, PIETERMARITZBURG)

In the matter of:

THE STATE

and

CASE NO. : CCD30/2018

JACOB GEDLEYIHLEKISA ZUMA

THALES SOUTH AFRICA (PTY) LIMITED

(as represented by Pierre-Marie Durand)

First Accused

Second Accused

CONFIRIWATORY AFFIDAVIT REGARDING THE
POSTPONEMENT OF THE PROCEEDINGS ON 10 AUGUST 2021

I, the undersigned,

DENESHREE NAICKER

do hereby make oath and say:

1. I am an admitted advocate of the High Court of South Africa, a member of

the National Prosecuting Authority and a Senior Deputy Director of Public

Prosecutions duly appointed as such in terms of the National Prosecuting

Authority Act 32 of 1998.

2 The contents of this affidavit are true and are within my personal knowledge.



3. I have read the unsigned affidavit ofAdv William John Downer concerning

this matter.

4. I confirm the contents as far as they relate to me.

DENESHREE NAICKER

I certify that-

(a) the deponent-
(i) acknowledged that he knows and understands the contents of this

declaration;
(ii) informed me that he does not have any objection to taking the

prescribed oath;
(iii) informed me that he considers the prescribed oath to be binding on

his conscience;
(b) the deponent then uttered the words, 'I swear that the contents of this

declaration are true, so help me God';
(c) the deponent signed this declaration in my presence at Cape Town on the

18th day July 2021

SIGNATURE:

FULL NAMES:

COMMISSIONER OF OATHS
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I the undersigned,

ANDREW MARK BREITENBACH

do hereby make oath and say:

1 f am an admitted advocate of the High Court of South Africa, a senior counsel

and a member of the Cape Town Bar Council practising at 56 Keerom Street

Cape Town.

2 The contents of this affidavit are true and are within my personal knowledge.

3 At all material times I have been engaged in terms of section 38 of the National

Prosecuting Authority Act 32 of 1998 ('the NPA Act') to assist the prosecution

team led by William John Downer ('Mr Downer') in case number CCD30/2018 in

the KwaZulu-Natal Provincial Division of the High Court of South Africa, which is

a criminal prosecution of Mr Jacob Gedleyihlekisa Zuma ('Mr Zuma') and Thales

South Africa (Pty) Ltd ('the criminal case').

4 I make this affidavit in relation to the aspect of the complaint by Mr Zuma dated

22 October 2022 which relates to me.

5 The facts concerning me are set out in the supplementary answering affidavit of

Mr Downer dated 16 September 2021 ('Mr Downer's affidavit') made on behalf

of the State in response to Mr Zuma's supplementary founding affidavit deposed

to by his attorney Mr Bethuel Mondli Thusini on 7 September 2022 in support of

Mr Zuma's plea in terms of section 106(1)(h) and (4) of Act 51 of 1977 dated

16 September 2021 in the criminal case.
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6 I prepared Mr Downer's affidavit and confirm the oorre<?fness of ife contents

insofar as th^y relate to me.

7 More specifically, I confirm paragraphs 41 and 43 of Mr Downer's affidavit and.

in ampliflcation, I refer to the accompanying two screenshots of my WhatsApp
conversation with Ms Karyn Maughan of News24 {'Ms Maughan') on 9 and 10

August 2021 and wish to add the following:

7.1

7.2

I contacted Ms Maughan at 16h3@ on 9 August 2021 (which was a public

holiday) because she usually tFavelled from Johannesburg for the in-

person hearings in Pietermaritzburg of the crimttial case and mattera

related to it (like Mr Zuma's appiteafion for a permanent stay of

prosecution) and I had heard from g colleague who follovs^. Twitter - I

don't-mat she had recently been hospifaiised with Covid-IS. f wanted

to Jet her know that H would be unnecessary to traveFto Pjetermaritzburg

because earlier that day the partres had agreed and the presiding judge,

Judge Keen, had ruled that "the proceedings on 10 August 2021 wpuld

comprise a virtual (online) hearing at which the case would be postponed;

shortly after Ms Maughan had responded at 1@h42 that she was already
in Pietennsirfieburg, j calloci her or she Garted  6-1 ft&nnot teoafl whi<*,

and unfbrtunateiy my cellular phone monthly accounts are not Iteinised

and for some reason my eellulaf phone (Vodacom) call log only goes

back to 21 September 2021 . During our convereafion I fold her about the

parties' agreement and Judge Koen's te'tterofthat morning containing his

ruling and that Mr Downer had emailed to Judge Keen and to the



accused's legal representathres as yet unsigned copjes of affidavits by

him and Ms Deneshree Naicker explaining  6 run-up to th^ parties'

agreement. Ms h/tayghan asked me for copies of Judge Koen's letter and

the unsigned affidavits. I agreed on oontjition that Ms M^iughan not

publish anything based on the afRdavits or their annexures before the

affidavits had been filed with the High Court Registrar. During our

conversatfon I also agreed to forward to Me Maughan any papers which

may be delivered on behatf of the accused;

7. 3 on 9 August 2021 at 18h41 I made a WhateApp eail te Mr Downer, who

by then had gnived in Pietermarft2bur&. The reason I called hbn was to

tell him sibout the condHton on wtlJdi I had sent his and  9 Naicker's

Lfrtslgned affidavits to Ms Maughsrt dncf to-ffnd out whether they had been

commissioned and if not when that would be done. Mr Downer's

response was that they would be making their affidavits early the

following day so that they could be filed as soon as possible that morning;

7.4 on 10 August 2021 at 07h59, after I had sent Ms Maughan a eopy of the

postponement appllcatfoh which Mr Zyma's afitorney MrTbusini had

emailed to Judge Koen and Mr Downer the previous i6vfentng at 21h08^

1 responded fo a WhertsApp message ffom M&MauQhan in which sh&

said sh6 oeedec! to wait before filing a stoty referring to Mr Downer's

afflddvit. I responded by saying I would check with Mr Downer, by which

I meant (and I'm sure she understood in the light of the condition I had

imposed when sending her the draft of Mr Downer's affidavit the previous



afternoon) I woukJ check with Mr Downer whether his affidavit had been

commissioned and filed with the Registrar;

7. 5 t then phoned Mr Downer, presumably on hte mobile phone (I.e. using my

Vodaoom number) as my WhatsApp eafl toQ does not list a call to Mm

around that time. He told me that his and Ms Naicker's -affldavte had

been commissionecf and would be filed wfth the High Court Registrar

shortly; and

7. 6 at 08h01 (made a WhatsApp call to Ms Maughan, during which I relayed

to her what Mr Dpwner had told me,

8 I deny Mr Zuma's allegation that my sending of the papers to Ms Maughan on

9 and 10 August 2021 WB& in contravention of secttan 41 (6) and (7) of the NPA

Act. In this regard, I refer to, and rely on, paragraphs 125 to 135 of Mr Downer's

affidavit. 1 also respectfully refer to, and rely on. the reasoning of Jydge Koen in

paragraphs 240 and 263 to 266 of his judgment dated 26 October 2021 t»n

Mr Zuma's spedat pfea.

AN EWMARKBREITENBACH

I certify that-

(a)thedeponent-
()) acknowledged that he knows and understands the contents of this

declaration;
(u) informed me. that he does not have any objection to taking the-

prescribed oath;

(iii) inforjned me that he considers the prescribed oath to be bindfng on hfe
conscienioe;



(b) the deponent then uttered the words, rl swear that the contents of this
declaration are true, so help me God';

(c) the depon^en^signed this declaration in my presence at ^AM^ <^M^
on the (>f day of . ' 2022.

1^

SIGNATURE;
FULL NAMES:

COMMISSIONER OF OATKS

/

RoyTp&sco HoFatlo Hart
11.6A High Street

Grahamstown
r»comlTli^tonerofC
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AFFIDAVIT

I, the undersigned

KARYN MAUGHAN

do hereby state under oath as follows:

1. 1 am an adult female journalist at News24, employed as such by Media24 (Pty)

Limited, with principal place of business at 40 Heerengracht, Cape Town.

2. The facts herein contained are within my personal knowledge and are both true

and correct.

3. This affidavit is deposed to on request by the National Prosecuting Authority of

South Africa (NPA) in the course of its investigation into criminal charges

registered against public prosecutor Advocate Billy Downer SC. I do so on legal

advice, albeit under protest since my involvement in the matter relates to my

work as a journalist and deposing to this affidavit may compromise perceptions

of my professional independence.

4. Around 16h45 on Monday 9 August 2021, I requested from Advocate

Breitenbach SC, one of the State's counsel in a criminal trial involving former

president Jacob Zuma, copies of court papers pertaining to the proceedings on

the following day. Later that afternoon, Adv BreytenfciaGh sent me copies of

Justice Koen's letter, the unsigned affidavit with annexures byAdv Billy Downer

gnd the unsigned affidavit of Adv Naiker. The documents were sent to me per

WhatsApp. Adv Breytenbach also undertook to forward to me any papers which

may be delivered on behalf of the accused.

5, My request for the court papers was made in my capacity as a journalist

covering the ongoing criminal proceedings involving former president Zuma
and others. The documents were sent to me on the understanding that I would

report thereon, but on the express condition that reportage would be held back

O. Ti
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